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The need for preparing our youth to live in an inter­
dependent world on this finite planet has become urgent since 
the beginning of the nuclear age at too end at World War II. 
There is a need to extend the loyalt,. at the citizen tor the 
nation-state to human needs seen trom a global view. The 
involvement ot the United states in the international communit,. 
already is extensive because ot its predominant power. This 
involvement is not retlected in our educat10~, either trom 
the amount ot t1me devoted to social studies in our schools 
or in the emphasis on international relations in that curriculua. 
To achieve the global view which our changing society 
demands. it 1s suggested that some unitying concepts be chosen 
which crose the various social science disciplines. namely, the 
concepts of change (both violent and non-V101ent). conflict. 
author:l.ty or power t order t freedom and responsibility. These 
concepts enable the teacher, using a problem-solving approach, 
to raise questions which make values explicit, and provide 
flexibility in subject matter and range of student ability. 
In a global context, the tollowing specitic goals would be 
encouraged: overcome ethnocentrism, recognize the diversity 
of taces that the U.S. presents to the world, seek a trans­
national view bued on human rights, emphasize the problem 
rather than the institution, and seek foreign points at view in 
source materials. 
During the 19608 there have been 80me innovations in both 
subject matter and method in teaching social studies. ranging 
from entire school systems to single schools and classes, and 
there are a number of new curricula materials coming out ot 
projects funded by both government and private sources. This 
thesis has l.dent1tied a number of these with the idea that the 
teacher who is interested in presenting a global orientation 
now has a groWing number ot tools to choose from. He need not 
walt to construct a new curriculum but can supplement and re­
orient his approach in his own classroom. 
However, this implies that the teacher baa a global view 
already. Opportunities tor foreign studies are becoming wide­
spread and, hopefully, more and more teachers will teel they 
are an essential part of their preparation. Unfortunately to 
there is very little course preparation for the global view 
at the college level, where the largest proportion of teachers 
will develop.-or not develop--an international awareness. The 
community at the state or local level can often be of consider­
able help in encouraging this kind of experience for its teachers. 
It is probable that the more activist role of todayts stu­
dent has been a tactor in the trend toward using the 1nquiry, 
or discovery, method in the classroom. Certalnl1t this method 
has the advantage, for a global View, ot using concepts which' 
can present controversial subject matter in an open-ended way. 
It uses the techniques ot a scientific approach and enables the 
social studies to introduce more social SCience findings of 
current global concern. Discussion of values becomes an essen­
tial element. Such discussion begins with the student's exper­
ience. and by exposing him to a clash of personal beliefs there 
is evidence that motivation 18 increased and a possible shift 
in attitudes occurs. 
The teacher who aims to teach from a global viewpoint will 
need help, both in keeping abreast of the current curricula and 
in having available the most recent findings of social science 
and educational research which could affect the attitudes of lua 
students. In particular, the area of confl1ct studies has poten­
tial for resolVing international problems. The teacher, thus. 
haa a key role in preparing future citizens to meet the changes 
of a global SOCiety. 
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Science is often described as of a dual chars.cter •••Social 
studies possesses, in my opfnion, a triple character. It, too) 
represents a body of knowledge and a. method of study. In addition, 
it is a study of the alternatives facing mankind and how values 
influence the decisions made. 
Ronald o. Smith 
The ideal curriculum must, then, be built around the great 
itisues, princi!)les and values that a society dei::'Hllb WOl'~llY or the 
continuing concern of its members. 
Jerome Bruner 
The essence of freedom lie~ in the individual's opportunity 
to choose. But if the totality of free choice is to result in 
the welfare of the community and the strength of the nation, 
such decisions must be informed judgments. 
Roy A. Price 
For peace is a process, a way of solving problems. 
John F. Kennedy 
• • • • 
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• CHAPTER I 
THB NFED FOR It GLeBAL VIE" 
"lith the advent of the Dllclear age 9.t the end ot World War II 
our scbool~ have found themselves increasingly troubled by the 
question of the extent to which the world view should be present ed 
within tho Boeial stu.di~s eurricu,lUllio C.. A. MCClelland, Director 
of' the center for Research on Conflict Resolution, University of 
Michigan, has said recently, 
The eff'ect·iveness of the international d:i:mension in 
education is at a low level. NumerouG evaluations•••tell 
this story, almost without exception ••• lnattent1venesB 
toward pub11~ affairs, loth domestic and internat ion,al , 
is the pr'evalent condition. In general, the American 
electorate, the product of universal compulsory public 
education, has been judged to be deficient in the ability 
to pel"form its part under the circumstances of world affairslin the present agee 
It should be made clear that for the purposes of this study, a 
world view is more than the account of the actions of nation-states 
1.11 their relations to each otheX", commonly termed tlinter-national." 
When the terllJ fl1nternationa.l" is used in what followa, it 1s 
because it is in em'rent usage in aocial studies and ttglaDal" is 
Dot. There is, however, a supra-national or global viewpoint 
which our Apollo spacemen vividly brought homa to those of us on 
Spaceship Eal'th. It lies in a growing awareness of the inter-
IJames M. Becker, "Teaching World Affairs TomorroVl," Intercoms 
Vol. 9,ll'o.5, SepteraoeX"··October 1967 (roreign Policy Association, 
New York. H~Y.) p.32. 
2 
relat~dness of all peoples and the f~nite limits of this planet. 
National decision-making bs.sed on national security had llleaning 
in the past because m:1,litary means could be used to protect a 
nation, such as the United states, against aggress10n while tur­
thering ita goals, whether compat1ble with the ether countries 
involved or Aot. The inc~ea6ed points of contact produced by 
expanding populations and rapid communication provide more points 
ot potential and actual conflict of interest among nat1.o11s ana. 
peoples. The difficulty ot ensuring security now that nuclear 
,weapons are available makes it desirable to find new ways of 
approach1rr.g international problems. BY puttL"'lg human needs first, 
e.g. the control ot our environment and the non-violent resolution 

of o\U" conflicts, the role of the nation-stato in decision-making 

may 1ncrea,singly be recognized as one of cooperation and compro­
mise for global survival. However, our schools aG well as those 

in other countries have produced citizens whose loyalties 81'e 

primarily limited to the nat10nal boundaries. The problem facing 

the schools is to expand that loyalty to the globe itself, as a 

148MS ot furthering human survival. I1Globalrt implies that the 

world is the campus and all its peoples are learners. The school, 

. as an agent of SOCiety, exists not only to transmit knowledge of 
a SOCiety's culture and values but provides the self-renewing 
instrument of adaptat10n to change. Insofar as it fails in this 
goal, the society may well tail to survive. "Liberty to choose 
responsibly calls for an awareness of alterr.ativ8s and a knowledge 
2ot probable consequences." 
~Oy ll. Price, New Vi~'!J2oi:ats i,!L~~tudies, 28th Year­
book, Hation8~ Council tor Social stud1es (Wash1ngtoD,D.C.,1958)p.16. 
" 
3 
Interdependence of nations and peoples is a fact. This 
calls tor a new way of looking at a world in which discrete, com­
petitive units are each seeking their own advantage without regard 
to others. Speed of communication has intensified the awareneas 
of disparity anong nations. However, communication has not in tarn 
provided solutiollS to the disparity. Popular perceptions may 
become more Widespread but if they differ frOID reality, the cha:ace 
ot conflict is increased without producing measures which deal 
with that reality. For example, our domestic industry feels 
threatened by imports so it argues for public support ot import 
quotas. The problem for domestic industry is real, but the other 
sido ot reality is the effect on many other United states exports 
caused by the reduction of buying power tor United states goods in 
foreign countries. Militarily, even the preeminent power of the 
United states does not al1ayour fear of a nuclear threat. In the 
words of U Thant, "All problems are becoming increasingly global••• 
There ,is no such thing as a national problem•••n3 In short, the 
nation-state, which has been the political organizing unit tor 
three centuries, is no longer servL~g the tunctionsexpected of it. 
The "new math" and new curricular developments in the sciences 
have had their effect in prodding social science educators to re­
examine the curriculum, still based, in many states, on the recom­
mendations of. a national committee of s~cial sciantists in 1916. 
That repo~t, prepared by the National Education Association, 
'U Thant address in Austin, Texas, l-Iay 1970 before the 
International Ex-Students Conference. 
4 
"modernized" the social studies curriculwn by suggesting the elim­
ination of the one-year course in ancient history, the introduction 
of a one year course' in world history stresslng modern times, the 
formulation of a Problems ot Democracy oftering, and the accent­
ing of the local community in a course in Civics.4- While th$re 
have baen professional studies sL~ce that timet thay have not had 
impaet on the curricular organization so mnch as on the conceptual­
izing ot the content. ~or oxample, how to prevent wa~ is aUG of 
the gravest issues for the world today_ War is a subject which 
traditionally is 1ncluded in tho discipline of history, although 
it is closely tied to economics, political SCience, and scientific 
technology. Only recently has the analysis of international con­
flict progressed to the pOint where it has a teachable subject 
matter ot its own. At the college level, generally, the nature 
of war is just beginning to be a recognized course of stUdy,; and 
the resulting preparation of high school teachers reflects the 
lack of global orientation at the college level. In seeking to 
provide a way of updating curriculum without a multiplicity ot 
courses, some use of concepts (tor example "cord'lict") is begin­
.ning to eerve the teacher to bridge the gap between the formal 
structureot c~iculum mld the needs of a world in rapid change. 
Although some curricular up-datiDg occurred during the 19209 and 
4Leonard S. Kenworthy, Guide to Social ~die~=~each1na 
(Wadsworth Publishing Company, Belmont, California, 1962) p.449 
;stUd~S Toward Peace, A Compendium of Selected Undergrad­

uate and Graduate Courses in Peace and World Order (The Student 

Forum on Inter.national Order and World Peace, New York, I.Y.,1969) 

p.lv-v. 
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early 19306, until the 1960£ chnnge in aoci~l studies has been 
slow in coming. The recent application cf the inquiry method 
ot the social scient:f.sts -to social. studies has bean responsible 
tor new developments in curricula and teaching beginning to take 
Place.6 However, uncertainty still exists regarding the organiz­
atio~ of content--should it be on the basis ot coparntc disciplines, 
or along cross-disciplinary linoa. 
Row can public G~ucatora 6xpact to producz g~aduntcs c~pablo 
of dealing constructively with the global problems of the f.uture 
if the curriculum and teaching barely reflect the need for inter­
national education? ROil aware a.re educators and the general 
public of the acute ~e~d for new approaches to.the t~aching of 
social studies? The educational problem is two"fold: finding 
a new framework for the presentation of subject matter so that 
the global view is always present; and encouraging the use of 
methods that reenforce an interdisciplinary approach as the best 
means of looking at things whole. The evidence is mixed on the 
degree to which educational institutions are implementing this 
approach, or whether the general public recognizes the problea. 
Public awareness of American involvement in the internation­
al COmMunity has increased greatly since World War II, as reflect­
ed in our foreign policy, but this is not to say how that eoncer~ 
has been expressed. Until World War II we had no formal foreign 
aid program, no organized world-wide U.S. information prograLl, 
6RObert L. Ebel, ed., Encyc~oped1a of Educational Rej!earch, 
(4th Edition, The MaCMillan Company, New York~ N.Y., 1969) p.123l. 
6 
nor CIlle The Agency fol" InternaGlonal Uev~lopment (AID), which 
was a successor to the Harshall Plan, started in 194'7 f ilas estab­
lishedto 1'l;;."ov1de economic and tech,..,,1.cal assistance; the Peace 
Corps, which started in 1961, has added emphasis on education 
and community development, and has also added the more intangible 
effort to provide two."way ~del·Gtd.llding3 ot diffza'ent cultures. 
The passage of the International Education Act in 1966 was inteud­
od to help ~urich the teaching of world affairs in Ua~t~d state~ 
schools by (1) research at regional educational laboratories, 
(2) establishing school partnerships in every country in the 
world, (3) bringing fore ian teachers as Volunteers to America to 
share their culture and language, and (4) developing a world 
teacher exchange. The act wa.s never funded aa intended.. However, 
in 1967-8 one hundred teachers were brought to the United states 
under Volunteel"s to America, sixty-four of whom were fI"om Africa, 
Asia and Lat1n America.7 
At the same time, roughly 1,6.50,000 Americans (of whom a 
million were in uniform) ~tved and worked abroad by 1958.8 Of 
these, mOl'e than 100,000 were employed in civilian pursuits; the 
remainder included U.S. government employees and military depen­
dents. By 1969 there were 429 major military insta1lati~ns and 
more than 2,000 minor ones in almost every country and possession 
ot the non-Communist world,S where we had relatively tewat the 
'7James 1·1. Backer and Howard D. 11ehlinger, eds. t International 
Dimensions j.~ tEe Social. Stud.1!!, 38th Yearbook, NeSS (Washington,
D.C., 1968) p.37. 
8Price, ~J!.£!i.t p.177. 
9Sunday Ore~on1a~t Nov. 23, 1969, p~13. 
... ( 
end of' World War II, aIld the numbel' of military personnel alone 
stationed in some twelve to fifteen countries is now (1970) up 
to 1.5 million. lO The 1969-70 national budget ref19cts thls 
concern with United States security whell over 50% is earmarked 
just for current milituy expense. Three-fourths of the 4300 
treaties and other 1ntornational agreements to which W6 are a 
11party were signed in the last twenty-five years. For inat6nce, 
f'ollow:lng World War II, th~ Ullitad Ztates entered into defense 
pacts with forty-two nations to which we have pledged support in 
case of attack. 12 
Although the United liations is the foremost existing insti­
tution working for international security, our financial contribu­
tion to it and its specialized agencies' multilateral work in 1970 
was $266 m1111on.13 An additional 1386 million was appropriated 
for other multilateral programs (Inter-America~ Development Bar~, 
Asian Development Bank, International Develop~ent AssOCiation) 
leaving 12.9 billion for the remainder of our non-military foreign 
relations budget (2.2% of the total FY 1970 budget). ~.!..lataral 
lOTristam Coftin, "Washington Window," V1.S~A, Vol.5, No.6, 

Ma,;y-June 1970, p.90. ­
llnean R}1Sk, The Upseen Search t2! Peace, Department oX 

state publication 7985 (a.p.o., Washington, D.C., 1965) p.9. 

l2Brig • Gen. Monro MacCloskey, USAF (ret.), ~~ts tor Peac!, 
(Hi.chards Rosan Press, Inc. t New Yor:~, 1967) p .. l70. 
13FriendS Committee on National Legislation, !!!A+ngt,Q!! 

!,ewsletter, l':a:reh 19'11, p.2. 
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.1':>:(, 
programs atill account for over $2 billion of this amount, largely 
in American goods and services. The recent (1969) international 
Pearson commission report set a goal of 1% of the Gross National 
Product tor each industrialized country tor economic acid to the 
developing countries. The United states total in 1968 was 0.5% 
of our gross GNP.14 (See Table I) It seema we have not been 
comm:f.tted to multilateral diplomacy, but the report of the 
Paterson CO!lll!!i9Sion. role-ased !!arch G-, 1970 is an i.udics.ticn of 
change. It urges that guidelines tor aid recipients b~ worked 
out by leading j~ternational agencies in order to reduce the im­
pression that American aid is tailored more to its own interests 
than that of the recipient country.15 
The lack of greater Americaa support for j~ternational 
institutions, in their efforts to meet political and economic 
problems, raise.s the question ot recognizing our interdependence. 
It is worth noting here some recsnt research at the ~nited Natioms 
providing evidence of the wisdom of greater support of all coun­
tries for international institutions: as a means of channelling 
information. Itl 1963 l.fareh e.nd Simon undertook a study of COLl'" 
munica.tion at the united Nations as it affected perceptions of 
real1ty, inasmuch as differences or inaccuracies in these per­
ceptions are one of the causes of oonflict.16 The study deter­
14world Alm!B-!£" 1970 Edition (Doubleday &Company, NeVI 
York, N.Y.) p.~e:,744. The United States GNP in 1968 was $865.7 
billion. U.s. aid to foreign countries totalled $4.6 billion plu.s 
1126.9 million to L"l.ternational finaneis.l institutions. 
15Cottin, 2E.£!!.t p.l62. 
16Becker and Mehlinger, ~.£1l., p.70-l~ 
9 'l'ADLE I 
AID TO DEVELOpnlG CCUNTRIES - 1968­
(percentage of Gross National Product) 
Australia v81 

,Austria .52 

Belgium 1.06 (largely private sources) 

Canada .49 

Denmark ..66 (36% given through l1l1.l1tilateral 

agencies) 
Fre.nee 1~16 
West Germany 1.14 (64% trom private sources; 7% given 
through multilateral agencies) 
Italy .64 (70% from private sources) 
Japan .65 
Netherlands 1.01 
Norway .65 
Portugal .78 
Sweden .47 
Switzerland 1.09 (largely private sources) 
United Kingdom.- .70 (about equally private and govern­
ment sources) 
United states·"'- .64 (42% or $251 million given through 
multilateral agencies) 
- ~he following members of the Organization for Economic Coopera­
tion & Development (OECD) provide about 95% of all aid to 
developing· countries. 
** The Commonwealth countries include 2/3 of the population of all 
developing countries. 
-_. Although the United States accounts for ~ore than half of the 
official contributions to developing countries, it 1s below 
the OEen average in propol·tion to ns.tional inc ome. 
Source: 	 Vernon Duckworth-Barker, !i!:.e_C!:.k.thrqugh_~o Tomorrow, 
United Nations Centre for Economic and Social Information, 
United Nations, N.Y. (1970), p.65-6. 
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mined that the greater the amount or face-to-face interaction was 
among the UN member nation repr.esentatives and the greater the 
resultL~g opportunities for feedback, the more accurate the pcr­
ception of reality was felt to be. An added benef.it of fe.ce-to­
face 1l1toI"action waa more flexibility ill coalitions, '"hich 'tiere 
based on s.imilar interests and occUl'·red. on the neu1;ral ground of 
the United Nations, thus encouraging international cha~e non­
violently e ').10 many Member n!lticns, tor whom the basic: requisite 
for peace~keeping is not so much military security as the need 
tor food, shelter and clothing, this channel for communication 
~h1ch may lead to processing international change is of utmost 
importance. This study indicates th8.t greater awareness of the 
p~ocess of resolving international differences merits public 
attention and governL1ental concern. 
It the actions of our government, as demonstrated by our 
foreign policy, do not yet show a commitment to a global view, 
what should educators be doing? The National Council tor the 
Social Sciences has conSistently, for the past tNenty-five years, 
presented evidence, argument and suggestions for teaching tor 
"world understanding. ttl? There has been some change in curriculum 
I? .Becker and Mehlinger, ~.cit. 
Price, 2:E.ci~. 
Roy A. Price, ed., ~ed.ed Research in lJ.''?..aching of the 
SOCial stu~ie~, NeSS Research Bulletin, no.l, 1963. 
Richard E. Gross et aI, The Problems Anproach & the Social ~. io.irdIaoI 
Studies, NeSS Curriculum series, no. 9 rev., 1960. 
Julian C. Aldrich, ed. t SOCial Studies for the Junior High 
School, NeSS Curriculum series, no .'6", 1957. _. -­
Eunice Johns, ed. ~ Soetal Studies in tl!,e Senior High School, 
NeSS Curriculum series, no. 7, 1953. 
Edith West J ad., Imp!,oving the ~ching of World Ristor'y, 
NeSS, 20th Yearbook, 1950. 
11 
syllabi in favor of world history and international relations 
courses, rather than a geograph1cally-se-guented So~r:;h American or 
European or Western civilization approach. However, present 
efforts bave fallen far short of 1mplementing a global view. In 
3,946-47 world history accounted for 6.3% of pupil-semester regis­
trations i.n 80c:l.8.1 stu.diea :tn grades 7 and 8, an.d for 13% in 
grade 9 in n sampling of secondary schools, according to a U.S. 
Office of Education bulletin.18 t reoent survey ~y tr.e Edu~etion-
al Testing Service revealed that the teaching of history and 
social stUdies in the high sehool has remained substantially the 
same tor tha last decade. Twenty-eight percent of students 
interviewed reported they had had ~ work in the history of 
africa south of the sahara, and a substantial percentage indicated 
they had spent less than two weeks' time on Latin America, the 
Soviet Union, Asia, and North Africa.19 A survey by Educational 
~esting Service in 1964 found an increase in the frequency with 
which almost every social studies course was taught in grades 
1 - 12, over the previous five year periOd.20 It is customary 
to require four semesters in social studies only for those going 
on to college. While senior high school American history is a 
18Aldrich. ~.£!l.t p.93 footnote. 
19A Pranoeal: To Meet the Crisis in World Affairs Education 
(The student--Forum on International Order and World Peace, Now 
York, N.Y •• 1969) 
20Scarvia B. Anderson et aI, Social stu~ias in S~ondary 
Schools; ..A.Survey ~f Cou£ses ~g-E!actic~ (Educational Testing 
Service, Princeton, N.J., Feb. 1964) p.3,7,12,16,20. 
12 
graduation requirement in practically all public 8choo18, world 
geography and world history were required in 51% and 53%, respec­
tively. While courses inc! ud1ng these subjects were taught in 
80-90% of the schools, the subject matter included the Far-eaat 
or Latin America. in only half as mallY cases. Eighty-six pGrcent 
ot the schools offered world history at tenth grade. In the 
largest number of schools the emphasis in this course is on 
Europe from 500 A.D. to the present, with a large number of 
schools not giving even two weeks to ASia, Africa or Latin America. 
Dr. Harold Taylor summarizes the situation by stating that approx­
imately 2% of curricular time is spent by high school students 
in studying cultures and societies outside the Western world, and 
not more than 10% of American college graduates have taken such 
21 courses. The present world affairs curriCulum, whatever its 
course title, tends to be based on the traditional foreign pol­
iCl approach. This approach includes acceptance ot power politics 
in pursuit of national interest among equally aggressive nation-
states, the inevitability of war as an extension of "national 
interest," military preparedness as the key to national security, 
and the United states as the national power responsible for main­
taining peace. In Kenneth Boulding's words, peace and war are 
still roga;r.'ded as "political meteorology. n just as depressions 
used to 'be regarded as "economic meteor010gy.n22 
21Harold Taylor, The World and the American Teacher, 
(American Association of Colleges for Tea~her Education, Washing­
ton, D.C., 1968) p.27. 
22Kennath E. Boulding, "Education tor the Spaceship Earth,tt 
Soc:i.al Ed'lcation V 1 - 8
- _ .. ' -,-_.) o • .)2, No.7, November 196 , p.6,52. 
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It is the purpose of this thesis to describe what is meant 
by a global approach to social studies teaching, gi'ving examples 
of what progress there haa been in moving in that direction, and 
what is involved in bringing it about both in content and method. 
The world order 01' global approach would examine all the partici­
pants in the international system--nation-states, international 
organizations, political parties, corporations, political e11'ces, 
private organizations, pressure groups and individuala--to deter­
mine their actual and potential roles in SOlvlllg the global 
problems of wart human rights, poverty, pollution, and population 
growth. We can understand the dangers and limitations of paroch­
ialism at the local level; in a global society it can be fatal. 
In Chapter 2 a suggested f'r;;unework tor a global approach will be 
described. 
Education h.as to do with keer.ins; up with change, and the 
teacher should be the catalyst tor helping attitudes change. To 
bring awareness of the problems which our global interdependence 
has forced upon all countries, the teacher can draw upon the 
newer trend of inter-disciplinary teaching. In Chapter 3 we shall 
see what Bome eftorts to encourage a world order approach have 
made available ,through new curricula materials. Lack of rosearch 
in applied social science, and a sbortage of teachers who are 
trained to handle contrQversia.l issues ~tn the classroom have limit­
ed any rapid applica",;1on ot a new approach. Teacher training has 
tended to encourage a role of supporting prevaillng attitudes of 
the community jn which a person teaches. But, here and there, 
lAo 
recognition of the global view of social stud.ies has beer, imple­
mented by individual t.ea.ching methods and use of resource mater­
1als, within the existing broad currj.cular objectives. The 
1mportant difference is that a teacher who recognizes the need 
to present the subject in a global context may choose reaterials 
and methods in its nupport~ as this gtudy attempts to d~scribe. 
Also needed is administrative support, for inn(!vatlon tn the 
school end. in some eases, s. rethinking of goalE fII,t the F:!tat.e 
level whel·e those goals have been salf-limiting through specified 
subject matter requirements. 
CHAPrER II 
WHAT IS A GL03AL PERSPECTnn1? 
Where does the global view in the social studies begin? 
It means more than simply adding studies in non-Western cultures 
or a unit on the United Nations, important though these subjects 
are. The spa.ceship Earth is a closed system which can be con­
sidered j~ its physical, cultural, and social aspects. A system 
implies interrelatedness. Thus, the disciplines of geography 
and anthropology bear primarily on the physical side; anthro­
pology, the arts, and history are concerned with the cultural; 
and the other soclal sciences or economics t political science, 
SOCiology, and psychology provide the detail on the social 
aspects. Yet all three aspects are to some extent interrelated 
so that some un1fying concepts are needed with which to look at 
the mass of detail and select that information which perta.:i.na 
to the inquiry .. 
There are certain characteristics of the global system in 
which we now exist: diversity--in language, religion, race and 
institutions; political uncentra1ization; economically depressed 
condition over the majority of the earth's Gurf&ce; violence; 
1ncreasing interdependence through technological improvements. 
To deal with the global scope of the problems which result trom 
a closed system, there is a need to develop a senae of commanity. 
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By selecting certain human prOCe$S~B 8~ unifying concepts, a new 
orientation can help to avoid the common ethnocentric view of 
the world. 
In recent years there have been a number of efforts to move 
in this direction. One useful example grew out ot a gradua.te 
summer session at San JOBe state College in 1960 when the teach­
ing of' YDrld history was organized aroWld ni!<.e ('!entr8.1 -themes as 
fellows: the rise and decline of. clvilizat.1onj ?!orld g"verD.ments 
and the development of democracy; the contributions ot scienc9 
and technology to civilizations; how m.an has m.ade a living; the 
tine arts and education as they contribute to civilization; 
revolu'tionary movements; living religions; war and the struggle 
tor peace; and the influence of geography on history. These 
common human characteristics could be related to a global frame­
work, lessening the national emphasis of the common chronological 
approach.23 A more recent study 1s being made at Diablo Valley, 
California to analyze how the problem of war and peace is dealt 
. 24
with in our echools. Out of this project, still in progrese, 
have come two major contributions to the treatment of curricula: 
(1) a broader definition ot the war/peace field to include the 
~qbjec~! of world community, world development, ideology and 
culture, law; and the processes of contl1ct and change, authority, 
23 Byron G. Massialas and Frederick R. Smith, ada., Current 
Research 1.!l. S.2.e..ia1 Studies, Bulletin of the School of Edllcation t 
Vol. 40, No.2, l1arch, 1964 (Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind.) 
p.24. 
24Diablo Valley Education Project, 50 Vasbell Way, Orinda, 
California. See Appendix. 
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and responsibility; (2) the need to I'Elcognlze the perspective or­
context in which these concepts are treated. Both of the studies 
cited illustrate ways to set a problem in a new global context. 
In the past such a need was hardly recognized. However, in a 
1948 poll ot 1425 adolescents, over one-half thought there would 
be a third world war beto~~ 1958, while 21% were satisfied with 
the progress of the United Nations and believed it would succeed 
in etitabl1shinglilol-lti pea{;t:.25 It is the new .t'ealitla& or fA 
nuclear age that have led to our reexamining past assumptions 
and practices. 
Returning to the characteristics ot the global system mention­
ed above t we propose that each ot these can be looked at with the 
least bias through the following underlying concepts: change 
(including violent and non-violent), conflict, authority or power. 
order, freedom, and responsib11itj. These are processes of behav­
ior which ar<e universal and thus can eross aubject mat.ter lines 
and cultural differences. They are based on the common ground 
of human experience and survival. In cOIl.s1dering our first con­
cept, change, does the material assume change is always good, 
always bad, a neutral process, CYClical, a controllable proces6? 
DOGS the material consider conflict ineVitable, desirable, undesir­
able. subject to direction? This may be applied at the lllterper­
sonal, inter-group, or inter-nation level of conflict. Is the 
source theological, individual conscience, will of the majority, 
elit1st group, crude force? What is implied about the need or 
25Eunice Johns t ~.m., po13. 
3.8 
desira:MJ.:tty of order? Ie j.t a meanm to an .:md, or an end in 
itself? ~hat value 1£ placed on freedom? What 11m~tations are 
there, and ~e they reasonable or ~nreasonable? Are any values 
universal~ What does responsib1lity imply at home, abroad. in 
different cultures, in a global v1ew? 
We see from the questions raised one ot the benefits gained 
by using the concept or a lU!man process. First ~ in i,mplementing 
th-eee c(I!lcepts there is PI! opportttntty to flake cne' a y~h~~s:t 
explicit. There have beon educators who have felt material 
should be presented in a neutral way, letting the information 
speak tor itself. However, social studies in its very nature 
deals with differing values which cannot satel~ be ignored. The 
knowledgeable teacher tries to make evident what ettit~des and 
value systems underlie the material chosen, providing a range of 
such materials. In other words he provides a context w~tch aids 
the student in recognizing the basis tor values held. If he Bees 
his f'Wlct1on as provid.ing multiple alternatives, he will l"6d.uee 
the danger of polari~at1on which can only interfere with the 
learnin.g process. Our schools usually la.bel as "propaganda" any 
material based on non-democratic values contradicting our w~y of 
life. While the teucher must recogni~e, and provide a balance in t 
the source of classroom materials, he would jeopard1z~ the inquiry 
method by labelling at an ~arly atage. 
Our educational system is charged with th~ task ot teacbing 
the values of our democratic society and of perpetuating these 
"{Blues. Alt.ong the most important of these would be concern for 
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truth, ~espect for evidence, and adherence to ths sc1entific 
method • .26 But if our society fails to present these values in 
a larger framework, our children w111 not be prepared to deal 
with differing value systems. It is unrealistic, in the global 
View, for a democratiC society to assume ~ts values are the only 
ones which are valid for all people. A world order does not rest 
upon auy Ql16 system of values b1.1t :tt does :l.mply two axioms: the 
8urvival of tho h\~J'I1e.n race ~ Met improving the lot (I f' mt\nk:t..nd-­
its peoples as distinct :rom nations. 
A second benefit of the human concepts suggested above comes 
through their adaptability to the probleM-solv1ng or ing,uir:>;; 
!!proach. In implementing a concept, there must be a method ot 
encouragi.ug the student to sense the interrelatedness ot the 
differing viows he will enco\wter. By tollowing the inquiry 
approach a way is pvovided to sample and compare different ways 
in which our proposed concepts have been tr$ated by different 
societies. There is bound to be emphasis on the American view 
of the world simply because this 1s what 1s familiar to us. The 
need is for some points of refer~~ee that avoid national atop1a and 
help us d~al with controverDial subjects with minimum bias. We 
shall discuss in Chapter 4 the way in which the inquiry method 
has taken hold in the new social st'ld1es. Fortunately, a trend 
in this direction hasp:-oduced new materials which wel"e badly needed 
in order to attain a global orientation in the classroom. By them­
selves, how~r'ler~ they may not accomplish that purpose, but Simply 
26RCQ" A. Price, Needed Research !!l~illnei of Social Studi.es, 
2l!.•ill.. P./.;.2 • 
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add some international content to tho curriculum. 
Third, the proposed concepts ca.n be utilized by the interest.. 
ed teacher in a variety ot ways and with great flexibilitX. Tha 
teacher will make the difference. He will be less limited by 
his materials. He can inclu.de this orj,cntation in. parts of units 
and with various subjects t aa different as science or everyd.ay 
economies. Although there is still a great need tor More specific 
text m~terial relatad to inter~ational ~clat1onc ~t bat~ clamonM 
tary and secondary school level, present teaching could be improved 
simply on the basis of the conceptual presentation, as, for example, 
the kind of human related orientation found in the Glen Falls exper­
iment.21 A major drawback is found in the lack of preparation of 
the teD.cher for the global view in teacher education programs. 
Ontbe other nWld, there is a l'eadiness among many schools to 
experiment with innovative teaching methods, L~cluding team teach­
ing, improved audio-visual aids, fleXible group1ngs--all of which 
offer a pooling ot reaOUlces a1m£\d at ~xciting intereot and keep­
1ng the curri.cula up to date. Factual input through a superior 
film or a closed.-cix-cu1t TV presentation eould then be follewed 
by discussion, si:mulat1ons, or individual pro jects, where the 
proposed basic ,concepts are an aid to open-ended inquiry or a 
"what if" procedure. The actual opport:unity of the teacher to be 
innovative thUG must have the support ot administration as well. 
2'7Harold M. Long and Robert N. Klng, ~I!rov...!!!!. the Teach.!§ 
of' World Affair,S: TJleGlen Falls storz, NeSS Bulletin no. 3.5 
(Washington. D.C., 1964) p.46. 
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Although a few basic eon~epts are an aid to providing a 
global. viewpoint, it is possible to identity a number ot mor.e 
specific goals in the way the curricula 1s presented. The accom­
panying table gives these in brief. 
TABLE II 
TWO CONTEXTS ~~R SOCIAL STUDIES 
Trad~]!~ Appro~;e 	 Global,Ap.E,roac.l! 
1. 	Loyal citizen; ethnocentrism 1. Detached obse~ver (elimin­
ate 11we") 
2.. 	 Nation a single enttty; .2. Many voices to r the nation 
Wliformity of i..merican (govern.ment agencies ~ lIlter­
culture n.•'tional business ,& pro.f'osa­
ional groups, economic Qr 
ethnic groups) 
,. U.S. foreign policy pre­ 3. Trans-national view 
occupation (big nation (the human equation) 
syndl'ome) 
4. Focus on institution 4. 	Focus on pro blem 
5. 	Textbook oriented 5. Current events; multi-national 
materials 
6. Chronological approach 6. Inquiry method (comparative, 
case study or problem approach) 
Traditionally, national history and policy are presented as 
"we foughtu or "we won. 1t A ch8l1ge of perspective to a third party, 
or detached observer, view would help avoid emotional bias. It 
1s customary to th1nk of our "nation" as a single entity, OVEtr­
looking much of the time the great diversity ot cultures witb5.n 
our 01fll borders--such differences as rural or urban, black or white, 
worker or owner. Our nation increasingly has many voices speaking 
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for it--not merely the Chief Executiv0 but also international 
business, individu31 govern~gntal agencies (06g. Peace Corps, 
Atomic Energy Commissiun, U.S. I~forillation Agency. the different 
branches of the m1litar/, and trans-national pl~ofessiona.l, reli­
gious, scientific, educational and other non-gov9l:'nmental organ­
izations. Each organization projects 8.troad a differ~lg facet 
of our im~e.. Each has goals which may or may not be compatible 
with either United states or global objectives. Thus, the 
"United Sta.tes" goal at any time can only pal""!;ially reflect its 
component groups. The emphaa:J.s on the superiority of Unitod 
states foreign policy which has 8.ceompanied our development as 
a world power, especially since World War II: ~fortwlatelY 
causes our government to avoid international institutions for 
solving pl'oblem8.. The cry that n"e cannot be the world' 8 police­
manU is increasing recognition of the impli.cat1ona of that role .. 
As the emphasis shifts to recognizing the trans-national c~~racter 
of th~ problems that concern uS t the possibility increases that 
our government will give increased support to international 
institutions, recogniz:lng 'that what best sel'ves mankind, best 
serves our country. 
To the extent that a textboo~ focuses on any given political 
institution as a segment of material to be learned, wh.ether it 
is a particular government, an agency of government such as the 
Agency ter International Developmettt (AID) or the Department of 
Defense, or international institution;; such as the United Natiol'ls 
and NATO, there may be II lack of connectedness of that institution 
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with oth~ra. It is the problom of not aeeing the forest tor the 
trees. In addition, the effect of institutions depends on the 
political realities. The urealtt leaders may not be the Uinsti­
28tutional" ones. It more focus is on the problem (e.g. nuclear 
war. pollution, urbanization, mincr:tty group relations t etc,,) s 
the larger c(lntext itself suggests the broader appro8.ch in seek­
ing solutions, without slighting the 1mportance of a working know­
ledge ot part:tclllar inst:ttl.lt.1ons.. Many 1I,1'!!.er1can problems wcmld 
be seen to be world p.t:oblems. Increasingly, the problem approach 
appears to be favored, and would support the objectives of this 
paper. The textbook bias itself is sometimes recognized by the 
teacher but :1,8 particularly difficult for a:ny :;Locality or country 
to completely eliminate. There is a tendency to stereotype other 
cultures, to neglect non-Western cultures because of time limita­
tions, or to present a ehauvinj,stic view of Ar.l.erican accompliah­
ments. A pertinent effort 1& now being carried out by the Inter­
national Textbook Project in which translations from the text­
books of thirty-four other countries ~~ll be used as a supple­
mentary text tor high school American History.29 The United Nations 
World History is another example of an effort to draw on the differ­
ing perspectives of historians e..ll over the wo~ld in a team approach 
28 . 8Price, New Viewpo:lnj:,s, p.25, 3. 
29IIO\l'ard Dc Hehlinger, "Enlarging the International Component 
ot the High School Social Studies curriculum," 22£.ial Educat1c,!, 
Vel. 32, No.7, November 1968, p.683. 
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to history ..30 
The next item on Table II has received a good deal of atten­
t10n in the curriculum changes sought under the new social stud1es. 
The interest-stimulating limitatioDs of the chronologi.cal approach 
are recognized. If stud:ted one rogion at Ii. time, there is 11ttle 
incentive. from the material, to broaden the student's perspective. 
A special ~ffort must be made to relate that region to a global 
settin,g.. By contrast, the comparati"Je approa.ch ':hich i'ollo':1s 
from case studies can lead to a recognition of differing values 
and. reexamination of previous assumptions from a more nearly neutral 
viewpo:J.nt. It must relate information to both the 00 mestic and 
the global ocana. The orientation, in a~y case, should be both 
forward-looking and backward-looking. We can hope the student will 
begin. to learn how to live wit.h change in a constructive ws:y and 
be able to tolerate ambigaj.ty. 
The outcome of the global approe.ch suggested in tra.ble II 
would be to provide evidence ot tho interrelated needs of both 
our society and others. It could dhow where overlapping loyalties 
can be brought to bear in resolving conflict and promoting cooper­
ation. The global approach could lead to a reexamination of ot~ 
concepts of au~hor1ty, order, and freedom. 
30Price, New ViewpOints, 2R.£!!~t p.3l. 
CRAPl'ER III 
TOOLS OF CHANGE: CURRIOULA AND TEACHER 
A. SCHOOL-INIT.rATED nUmVA'!!ION 
This papar has reviewed some cri1;er:ta 'IJ,Y which teaching c_ 
be directed toward a global viewpoint. It Will no'1l co!lsider SOLle 
tools for working toward that goalo The schools attempt to ~arr7 
out their educational function by developing basic lmderstand1n,gss­
developing thinking skills, and, to 8. gl~eater or lesser extent, 
changing attitud.es" The proeess ot instruction involve;a t~ree 
elements: the curricul.um materials,. the teacher, and the studerlt. 
The ideal curriculum for developing a world view would involve 
the :rhole curriculum--the kind of involvement that occurred in the 
Glen Falls experiment t starting in 1957.31 This was not initiated 
as simply a curriculum revision or an adoption of new units. It 
was a reorientat1on in which the lila-jar responsibility tor what 
\'las taught shifted from the aaninistrs.t1on to the classroom teacher. 
Understanding and appreciation ot the common humanity of all me:..t. 
was no longer limited to the Gocial studies department. Art, 
English, Industrial .Arts, Mathematics, Science aleo extended tbe:J.r 
thinking to the international arena~ For example, in Mathemat1cs 
the atudents compared thej~ tenth grade examinations with those 
31Long and King, sm.ill., p.23-25, 2741 
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of students in the soviet Union; in Industr:tal Arts the mechrulice:.l 
d1fter.snces between United statGs ~j foreign autozr.obiles, or the 
world sources of lumbar were included; in English thel'& were 
debates on world affairs and increased reading ot literature other 
than American and European. The change of outlook by the teacher 
was reflected in the variety of activities introduced in each 
clasf:. Continuing teachel" workshops were conducted by spec:f.al­
:t,st$ to 8.SRist in the :tnternat1.onal orientation: and wide use of 
audio-visual materials and foreign visitors contributed to the 
programe The new orientation resulted in both new methods and 
materials. but it preceded changes in either, and was primarily 
due to the encouragement of teacher creativity. 
The United Nations International School :ts another kind of 
model. Aside from the obviously international make-up of the 
student body, who come from some eighty nations •.what can we learn 
about curriculum or teaching methods that could be adapted else­
~here? The teachers, often from oPPosite backgro~~ds, found that 
the only basis for worldng together was their willingness to learn 
from each other. This did not mean abandoning loyalties; but 
individualism, controversy, ltnd testing of ideas were respected. 
The declared aims of the U.N.I.S were taken from the United Nat:1ons 
Charter preamble: to save succeeding generations from the scourge 
ot war, reaffirm the dignity and equality of' human beings, promote 
Gocial progress, and practice tolerance. The problem of' differing 
historical perspectives by different COlliltriea is met by striking 
a balance between the national &~d international view. Textbooks 
are used very little. Materials and recommended readings are 
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obtai:lsd from the U.S. Atu,:·ocitrt,1on for UNICEF and the I,j,brarl ot 
Ch.1.ldren i 6 Cultures in. New York Cit!", A collection of UN documents, 
extra.cted for school use tor f3en~or high school level, is in pI'e,­
aration; also a collation of opposed interpretations of history 
from UNESCO titled nScientific .mrl Cultural History of Mank1nd." 
Social stud.ie-a 1s required at every level, geography emphasized 
at early grades, world history at grades six to eight.32 A con­
te~pora~~ problems ar~r~~eh i~ high school provides for a balancing 
of national interpretations wi.thin a global vie..... Tha United 
Wations school is one of a number of international schools which 
is participating in a six year experiment involving the Interna­
tional schools Examination Syndicate. PJ devaloping an inter­
national syllabus of subjects for the curriculum of the last two 
years of secondary school, the ten nations involv9d in this effort 
are breaking ground for a truly international approach to educa­
tion.}3 
The United World College of the Atlantic at Glamorgan, South 
Wales is an example of a planned effort by educators to achieve 
international education through attracting an international 
student body and faculty.34 It is ot particular 1nterest here 
because it is unique in aiming at the 16 - 18 year age group, 
at the pre-university level. Its 266,students come from 36 coun­
tries. The school, formed in 1962, is devoted to maY~g education 
3CDesmond Cole, tiThe UN: International School: An Approach to 
Social Stud1ss," Social ~~u~12!b Vol. 33, No .. 1, Jan.1969,p.33-4 .. 
33 8Taylor 1 ~.cit., p.175- • 
34Un1ted World College of th~ Atlantic, 1969 brochure, The 
Commission for the United World Col~egesf Inc., 170 E.64th St.,
New York 10021 .. 
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a force that 'lInites, not di..vide:;; J countries.. It attempts to 
resol,re difforing university roquirements in d1.ffersl'Lt countries 
~I working out flexible programming tor particular students within 
the basic Brit1sh and American requirements. The decision. to work 
with the 16 - 18 age grou.,P wa.s based on several 1des.s: a. resident 
cOI!IBIl.\""l1ty was desj.red, rs.tb,or than de.ytime classes only; the 
students are old enough to reflect national nnd racial prejudicos 
and underst!md internatiot!:ll tGr..::::ica:z t 'bu.t still flez1blc enough 
to accolUllodate their ideas; tiley are not yet specializing 1..'1 their 
studies; community service should be a regular pe.rt of their activ­
ities; emphasis on individual project work is combined with nation­
ally E!ixed classes in all subjects, except the literature and 
language of the student's own country. The majority of pupils 
come on scholarships publici~ed through local wo~ld affairs groups 
in many countries to ensure a broad representation of economic 
and social background and also ensure high academic qualifications. 
Atlantic College is intended to bl3 the first of several such 
schools, with plans for establishing a joint Canadian.-American 
College on the Pacif1.e Coast and also one in Germany. 
AnotheX' approach to er\pbasizing the global view has been 
carried out through the Associated Schools Project of the National 
Commission of UNESCO.35 In 1966 there were over 500 primary and 
secondary schoole and teacher training institutions participatiag 
36in 54 countr:tes. This is more than double the number in 1957 
35UNESCO, Education for International U~~stand1ngt(Pariat
1959) p.7. 
36united Nations, Yearbook, 1966 (Office of Public Information, 
New YorkJ 1968) p.99l. 
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when teacher training inatitutions were t:Lrst included in the 
project.37 The aims ot "international underetp..ndingtt ara promot ed 
in the classroom through knowledge of the Unive.t'sal D&claration 
of Human Rights and its aspirations, the Constitution of UNESCO, 
the activities ot the Uni,ted 'Nations in all subject fields (both 
historical and problem approaches), foreign visitcrs~ school 
affiliations, correspondence t traveling exh:1,bits tr.om UNESCO and 
other organJ.zations. An attempt is made to eva.luate the ef'tective­
ness of the UNESCO pr'ogram by compa.ring experimental and centrol 
groups by tests of knowledge, attitude scales, and Uproject1ve" 
38teChniQUes .. Successful idp.as are exchfJllged by written materia.ls 
and occasional conferences. Fello\Ys1t1ps have ena.bled some teachers 
to visit other eooperating schcols. ,~lthough the importance ot 
increasing the international component ot curriculum is emphs­
sized, the over-all influence of such an eftort as the Associated 
schools project may well be the ilupact on tho attitude of the 
teacher toward international understandings. 
A World Order Models Project, which is still in process. is 
being carr-ied out by ti'ieNorld Law Fu.nd.39 It wi.ll conelst 0 f a 
set ot descriptions of wh&.t the intel'national system could be like 
37mtESCO, ~.£!1., p.104. 

~
Ibid., p.96-10l
............ 

39World I~w F~d Progress Report, Vol. 2, No.1, W1nter 1970, 
11 w. 42nd street, New York, N.f. 10036. A publication date of 
1972 is projected. 
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in 1990 as seen by teams tlf l'esearchers fro1ll. eight regions ot 
the world. After adaptation to use in the classroom dur~ 
1971-72t it will be printed in a dozen or more languages and will 
proTide a curriculum tool for teachers throughout th? world deal­
ing with tho problams that the individual t crgan1za'l;.ions, and 
nations will 'be racing in seeking Well' p.l:'e'lcntioll, oce nollli{: Ufel­
t8.l"8 and social justice. It 1s f.i.n exc.iting approach since it is 
the first genuinely 1uteJ:llational &.t;;Chkpt at a glubC:.i.::' ol'il;)ntation. 
other efforts have beenbowtd by 8. single culture or 8. lim.ited 
area. 
An entire school system is involved in evaluating how the 
matter of war and peace should be taught in the Diablo Valley 
Education Project, referred to previously. Out of this project 
are expected a number of teaeh~lg materials and innovative ideas. 
Its concern is a K through 12 approach to aocial studies, with 
discovery method and simUlations getting strong support. At this 
writing, five units are in a prepublication stage.40 We shall 
illustrate the DVE'P work with one of these, liOn Conflict,tI which 
consists of several sub-\mits suitable for supplementing a variety 
4lof courses, or for use in a single eight-week sequence. The goal 
40"Dissent and American Society; "International Conflict: 
World War I t the Cuban Missile Crisis, and a simulation 'Crisis"'; 
nOn Conflict"; The Ha.bit of Violence"; "Problems of Y..1sperception 
by Decision Makers." 
41011n Kirkland, Qp C9,ntlict: a cUl"ric,c.lum J!!!.ll. (mimeo), 
pre-publication copy, 1970. Also Workshop Report, Third Meeting 
of War/Peace Curriculum Implementation Committee, May 22, 1970. 
(Diablo Valley Education Project, 50 VaGhell Way, Orinda, Califor­
nia 94563) 
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of this curriculum :1.6 to get studentl'i to COllsider six major ways 
that conflict can be solved on personal, inter-groups and inter­
national levels, namely, author1.ty t compromise: confrontat.1on, 
scapegoating, advocate gystem~ and consensus. For exemple, the 
first cub-unit 1a a udile1!l!na" simulation in wMen. the psychololSY 
at hostile or cooperative chaies is explored; perception, aggres­
sian and strategy are involved. Other subMunits use cu~rent 
soci&l science data up~n which problems ot conflict are posod, 
or apply the inquiry method to a proposed world of year 2000 A.D. 
As presently written it would be largely at a coll.ege level, but 
some of it is adaptable to high school. Further details are 
described in Chapter 4, in which teaching methods are discussed. 
Two recent experiments L, the Portland (Oregon) public schools 
have sought an internat10nRl approach which would be more exten­
sive than what occurs in the usual classroom. During 1969-70 
Mrs. Lynda Falkenstein, Bocial studies teacher at Lincoln High 
school, with the support of the Portland United Nations A5socia­
tion, directed a series of three workshops entitled uDecision-
Making in International Relations" for a selected group ot 120 
students, 8 - 12 grade.42 First, was the simulation game, Danger­
ous Parallel (Foreign Policy Associat::ton), which deals '11th 
decisions and consequences involved in a world crisis (based on 
Korean War). Second, was a series of short role pl~yst each 
dealing with a crisis based on conflicting values of groups or 
42SChools participating were Cap:J.tol Pd.ll and Bridlemile . 
grade scheols, and John Adams. M.ncoln., and Wilson High Schools .. 
Approximately fifty were eighth graders. 
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nations, wIth. two protagonists and a. mediator. These \Vere 
followed OJ a film, "CUban Missile Crisis," which por·trayed the 
sequence of events in both the United states and Russia and their 
. . 
inter-res.ctions.. The third event '\fas an exploration of "Man and 
tho stator. using the arts of mime. film (The wmd), song, and 
historical readings to craate a niulti-media approacll to under­
standing huma~ behavior. Each workshop brought the students 
i;.ogethel' at a central location at ona month intervals for approx­
imately four hours of participation and evaluation. The mind­
stretching quality of these exercises was evident in the student 
response during debriefing discussion. The students felt the 
role play aspects of the games were 1~6eful in developing their 
confidence to be confronted with new and complex material, 
because the ideas expressed by students were based on merit and 
not on the grade or rar~ ot the student. Their feeling that the 
simulations should last longer served to emphasize the time 
limitation factor present in any international crisiS. The simu­
lations also were informative in showing how different outcomes 
occurred with different grou.ps from the sa.n:.e basic data. The 
students were definitely a group salacted !()l' abil5.ty and interest, 
but it is worth nottng that the varied grade level of' participants 
was of no noticeable drawback to their ability to carry out the 
exercises. I!litial briefings by the L"1stl'llctor, and. student dis­
cussion at the end of each workahoPt we~e an essential part. 
Theroc was no Qther effort at msasux'ing the workshops f SUtees.:; 
except as referred to in class later in the year. All.other aim 
of the experience was to involve a;itll.ta eque.lly with the student s, 
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providing the opportun::!.ty for a joLTJ.t and vivid experience in 
the ilature of international de~iaion making. 
During 1967-68, Project LAWS was funded by the Law and 
World Society to examine the causes of war and peace and the 
prospects for world economic development. A group of student 
volunteers at John Harshal! 1Iigh School illet ait~er schoul with 
their teachers for a planned program extending over three months. 
This consisted of a sarles oi four films, outside speakers, read­
ing and discussion. Different opinions and views were criti,cally 
confronted to develop an ability to eee the strengths and weak­
Desses of the arguments for each position on war and peace. 
The foregoing Portland experiences in curriculum innovation 
are intended as added suggestions of the variety of efforts 
posaible. in introducin~ scudentlo: to the global responaibilities 
which they will be encountering. These two projects also 1emcn­
strate the 11mite.tions of such in.neva:t1ons if they do not prepare 
the way tor applying tt~ insights obta~led to a wider segmant of 
the students. Eitber a lack of evaluation or follow-up by teachers 
and administrators results in an interesting project being isolated 
from application to social studies classes on a broader seale. 
B. CURRICULAR MATERIALS 
In recent years there bas been an increasjl1g flow of new 
social stUdies curriculum materials--un:tts, case studies, zimula­
tion games--which replace or supplement the older materials. Many 
are still so new as to have been used in relatively few schools 
and only where innovation 15 actively ancouraged~ These materials 
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provide the most flexible means ot getting some global orientation 
in the average classroom, although an imaginative teacher would 
not be limited to the unit approa~h nor to the social studies 
class. There are common elements in the new materials--based on 
discussion they encourage scientific inquiry and open-ended con­
clusions. But every inquiry rests on certain assumptions which 
are value Judgments. It requiros considerable skill on the part 
of the teacher, as will be discussed in Chap~er 4. to belp the 
student appraisa the causes and effects or the value systems 
wbich his iLqu1ry in the international arena will involve. 
The new social st udies mater:i.als fl18S be gro uped as to their 
approach: discipline-oentered, area-oriented studios, comparative, 
and 1ntegrated.43 EXamples of the first group would be the follow­
ing: The Committee on the study of History project under Richard 
R. Brown, which has resulted in publishing uNew Dimensions in 
American History" units at the 11th grade level (Addison-Wesley), 
is scheduled to have thirteen titles by 1970. (An earlier series 
by the same title was published in 1965 by D. C. Heath.) Of these, 
tour deal with war or conflict. Built around speCific problems, 
they try to involve the student in working from a broad basia 
of evidence to form his own conclusions"44 As an example. liThe 
Monroe Doctrinen presents a number of different points of view 
with original sources, demonstrating the open-ended nature of 
43 .Intercom, ~.£!i., p.40-60. 
44Ncirris M. Sanders !md Marlin 1... 'l'anck, "A Critical Appraisal 
of Twenty-six National Social Studies Pl'ojects, n Socj,a.l Education, 
Vol. 34, No.Ll-, April 1970, p.4l6 .. 
--
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historical decisions. Although it reflects the balanc;e or power 
concept which contjllu9a to dominate U.5. :f'orei.gn policy J it begins 
to present at the high school level the interrelatedness of' Amer­
ican policy with that of the non-Western hemisphere. The tempta­
tioD to think of "we" and uthey~1 begins to bo redirected toward 
the global tius. u 'the teacher's ability to present the world 
context and the universal human situation would still determine 
the degree of future orientation that oceurs. Most of the material 
assumes considerable ability in the inquiry method. 
The Curriculum center at Indiana University under Engle and 
Mehl1nger bas developed political Bc~ence courses for the 9th and 
11-12 grades.45 The 9th grade course studies political behavior 
rather than describing government~ The courses call for many 
activities to motivate the student, including cartoons, case 
studies, attituda scales, statistics, .and creati!lg their own stOl.~Y' 
endings. Emphasis is given to d1stinctions between value descrip­
tion: and value judgment. Attitl~e shifts are measured by the 
students using inventories before and after some of the studles. 
The High School Geography project of the National Council for 
Geograph.ic Education, based at Boulder, Colorado contains six \mits 
which bring in history, anthropology, political science and eCOD­
Omics/t6 Included are concepts of. territory, hierarchy, rivalry. 
presented in e. variety 0 t ways through audio-visual materials 
45Ibid ., p.428.
-
46 Ibid., p.425. 
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(sl1dos t transparencies, maps, gaces) and some case studies. 
Although envisioned as a geography course, apecific units or 
leSBons could be incorporated in other social studies courses. 
An att.empt has been me.de to match behavioral objectives with 
eValuation. 
The United states Ofiice of Education suggested a geographi­
cal approach to international relations in 1960. The present 
srea-oriented approach includes Michaelis' World Studies InquirY' 
S~riea P:roject at Berkeley fo:!' junior and sellior high school. !'he 
three paperback booklets on Africa, Asia and Latin America present 
emotional vignettes t sometimes partisan. which are particularly 
successful with slower learners since they are written at the 
fifth grade level+47 The Carnegie-Mellon Un~versity, under Barry 
K. Beyer. has developed "Project ~\f'rican tor gra.des 7 _ 12.48 
Desc:ribed as multi-disciplinary. it is accompanied by readj.nga 
ot varied difficulty and audio-visual materj.ale wh:l.ch help ovel~-
come the problem of poor readers. The University of Texas CurI~c~ 
ulum Project on I,atin America is tor element.ary and secondary 
schoole; and Project CUE ot the New York State Education Depart •• 
ment integrates the arts and other media materials into the 
49curr1culum .. 
The Comparative approach is exemplified by the Carnegie-Mellon 
41sanders and Tanck, 2,P..ill. ~ p.438. 

48Ibi~.• t pe.436. 

49.!.nt~n:com, 2,E.,ill., p.49-5l, 54 .. 
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project (Holt Social Studies Curriculum) under Edwin Fenton tor 
grades 10 - 12.50 Readings based on economics, political systems, 
history, and behavioral sciences compare differences and s1milari­
ties among '~\vo or morc countries. They use a conceptual approach, 
and recognize that foreign ai'fairs cannot be separated from domes­
tic affairs. Audio-visual materials are an integral part of the 
course. Teacher-directed discussion is the basic strategy. Though 
most materials requiro academically able students, one of the 
courses is particularlY' geared to the slow learner:l 
The Integrated approach places its emphasis on poncepts drawn 
trom all the eoc1al studies disciplines, and several programs 
extend from K - 12 grade. Roy A. Price at the Social Studies 
Curriculum center at Syracuse selects such concepts as aovareienty, 
conflict, l~yaltYt and historical method to draw together infor­
mation from the various disciPlines. 52 The Social Science Curric­
ulum Study Center at UniverSity of Illinois bases ita courses tor 
junior and senior high scheol on such concepts as economic con­
stra1nt, political power, culture, and socialization.53 l.rna Har­
yard Social Studies Project (Americ~~ Education Publications) has 
some twenty titles completed in its 6eri~s which cover a range 
of public issues t using underlying concepts and a. case study approach?4 
50Sanders and Tanck, .Q.P..£ll., p.39'l. 
51MasSialas and Smith, ~.£1!~t p.96. 

52Int.~co~ ~.£ll., p.60. 

53ll!.4., p .. 59. 

54sanders and Tan::k, 2,P..ill., p.439 .. 
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An example i8 the treatment of tWentieth century Russia from the 
view of revolution and the individual's role or responsibility. 
At least six titles directly concern the international field. 
The latest title is "The Limits of War: Netional Policy and 
World Conscience." Combining h1sto~ica~ development (e.g~ Nurem­
burg Trials, bombing of Hiroshima) and analogy case studies, the 
unit helps students grapple with questions about the limits ot 
violence. No films are included as an integral part of the 
Harvard Project materials t and they are aimed at the average 
student. 
Most of the project materials summari'ted here, :tncludtng 
those which claim to be disciplinary 1 wOllld be adaptable in part 
or in whole for a teacher wishing to pr;)s~nt the 5lobal orienta­
tion urged in this paper. The integrated approach illustrates 
the method of providing unifying ideas which have global applica­
tion, while permitting selection among the problems and supporting 
data studied according to an inquiry approach. The materials of 
any of the new approaches often use a case study or comparative 
format and usually lean heavily on student directed investig~t1on 
and CUI'rent materials. This means that these "f:irst fruits" of 
the new social studies curriculum are primarily geared for the 
more able stu.dent. As we have pointed out, however, the student 
of average or below ability should be challenged by some materials 
now available, and it is to be hoped that more materials will be 
rewritten as their use indicates the need. In general, there has 
been R tendency to devote more attention to a study of man's past 
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history than to an examination of man's alternate f.utures. 55 
However f all of these new curricula depend :f.n the and on the 
teacher. It is in the teacher training process that we find the 
real bottleneck now. We shall take ~ look at suggested changes 
here afte.t' conslder:illg one other a~pect of: curl"icula--aimulation. 
Simula~ion games are one of tho newer curriculum tools for 
stimulating student interest and 1mpartL~g a sense of the basis 
of decision ltlaking. 'chey are <.ill ap!Jroach t.o p~sical-8cience ...like 
study of hum~n action so that concepts can be experimented with 
in a semi-laboratory situation. By tying in results with a com­
puter, the number of decisj.ona could even be greatly increased. 
The Foreign Policy Association has been in the forefront of 
simUlations development, as well as other world affairs materials, 
and has pat out a useful bibliography on the Snbject.56 Such 
simUlations ha.ve an appeal in the international fj.eld because 
of the complexity and remoteness of the subject matter to the 
average student. There have been mixed reactions from teachers 
and students although most have agreed on its interest~getting 
value, particularly for the lesa-motivated ~;t1!dent. Teachers 
otten object that the extended time the game takes could be better 
spent in other ways. otten it is the most nble student who objects 
to the game because the game rules do not parrait the innovat:tons 
55Jruneo M. Becker, n~.n Examination of Objectives, Needs aD.d 
Priorities in International Education in u.S. Secondary and Elemen­
tary Schools" (m~~o) (Foreign Policy AssOCiation, New York, 
July 1969) p.12. 
56New Dir:.!,~nsions, No.1, 1968, "Simulation Games tor the 
Social Studies Classroomtl (Foreign Policy ASSOCiation, New Yo-.:-k) 
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he thL~ks are needed to produce eh~~ge. In short, many games 
in current use present the !tatu! guq and limit eXperimentation 
with tho future. A criticism of some g8l\'1es is that the construc­
tion of the game makes it impossible for the last playar to lose; 
anothor criticism is that the ga:me l"iHluires no real cost iIt. going 
to war. 57 Therefore, the following cautions soo'uld be r-ecog-nized 
it simulat~.ona ere used: (1) a liJrdted amount of factual mater­
1al can be presented 8S Ii basis for the game, thua requiring 
recognition that conclusions can be only partially correct; (2) 
choice of alternatives in the game is li~1ted and thus its limited 
application should be made explicit; (3) the research on simula­
tions supports only its success in motivation,'not in acquiring 
more factual or conceptual knowledge or thinking critically, as 
may be the intent;58 (4) the simplistic game format can conceiv­
ably lead to misconceptions rather than accurate information; 
for example, the use or power can become an end in itself without 
also beCOming aware of the underlying values posed; (5) tho de­
briefing by the teacher is highly important since discussion ot 
the assumptions. values, and concepts brought out in the game do 
c.ontribute to the student's awareness of a wider context (whether 
political, economiC, racial). 
The motivational aim of simulations can ~lso be provided 
57Alice J. Kaplan and Martin S. Gordon, "A Critique of 
'War or Peace: a Simulation Game,·tt S£c.iaJ. EducatiJ2...l!., Vol. 31, 
No.5, May 1967, p.384. 
58~~terc~, 2R-£!i., p.66. 
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through role-playing and cI'eative dl'ama which can be· accomplish-
ad in s~rter, less-complicated presentations. Such ideas as re­
enacting some of the Nurembl).rg Trials, the Sh1moda Case (damage 
suit by Hiroshima survj:V01's), a F.leseion of the uri General Aas6m­
bly or some other world peacekeeping modell can be a useful 
teaching tool from the standpoint of building a global perspec­
tive.59 
outside of' the Gocial studies class, drama could bring tolk 
plays of other countries to the student t and language and the 
arts have always enhanced our knolldedge of other cultures. There 
1s a need, also, for more access to foreign points of view through 
literature published abroad. Perhaps this co uld be implemented 
by cooperative publishing ventures with firms in other countries. 
A free flow ot educational and scientific materials would require 
avoiding the blocking of imported materials on ideological grounds 
(e.g. from Communist sources) or because of copyright restrictions 
on books manufactured abroad. The United states became a partic­
ipaLt :tn the Universal Copyri.ght Convention in 1955 but there 
still a.ppears to be uncertainty over its pr;;)tection for foreign 
publications because ot the varying laws of our states and their 
status !!2 ~ !!! federal law. 
Audio-visual media still tend to 'be used as supplementary to. 
rather than an integral part of, social studles, with a few excep­
tiona such as the Fenton project or programmed learning. Audio 
59Several of these materials are available from the World 
Law Fund~ See Appendix. 
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visual mS.terials are based on the dcsi.re to 1nvolvo the student 
in the learning experience. There is some evidence that appeal­
ing to £everal senses can reenforce learning.60 Pictures pro­
jected in various way~ have been shown to promote vvcabulary 
growth and motivation.61 The nature of international relations 
especially demands a variety of media. Much needs to be done 
to improve the ready availability of films and filmstrips which 
can condense pertinent information for a course. Closod circuit 
television is only beginni.ng to find its way into most sehool 
systems. Commercial programs and news features are a supplement 
but not a substitute tor in-cla~a viewing. Of schools using 
programmed learning materials :i.n 1963, only 3% were using them 
in social stUdies as cOllipared with 61% in Hathematics.62 This 
figure suggests that there is a lack. of suitable prograx.ur.ed 
materials in social studies, or that the usefulness of such 
materials is more difficult to assess, or both. PresUJ'llably 1'/j.th 
a trend toward more programming, there are unt~pped opportunities 
for including international rela.tions subject matter in this 
method of instructio~. 
Varied media are especially needed with inner-city students 
to keep their interest, since they lack certain first-hand exper­
60Celeste Woodley f "Media and the New Social Studi.as, tt 
Social Educati.<~n, Vol~ 31~, No.4, April 19'70, p.455. 
6~bel, 2E.ill., p.123B. 
6~assialas and Smith, .Q.E-ill., p.84. 
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iences due to their soci,o-economic baCkgl'ound..63 The !K.ATCH 
(Materials and Activities for Teachers and Children) project 
which emphasizes non-verbal learning (models t artifacts, clay) 
is a new applIcation of an old~r approaCh.64 These varied ways 
of introducing the audio-visual dimension are further curriculum 
tools which need only the application of an awareness of a global 
viewpoint to suggest means of adapting them. 
C. TEACHER EDUCA'£ION 
The teacher who has traveled abroad or studied in an area 
studies proBl"'am is likely to be aware 0 f the need for a global 
approach to Bocial studies. Such teachers, however, are still 
relatively few. As far as receiving course preparation in non-
Western cultures or world affairs 1.s concerned, not more than 
3 - 5% of all social studies teachers could qualify. according to 
best estimates currently available.65 In preparing a 1966 stu~ 
of the American Association of Colleges fer Teacher Education 
(AACTE), Dr. Harold Taylor found in ....is visita to forty-five Caill­
pua8S that the stud.ants most 00 ncerned with world issues and social 
change seldom were inv'olved in teacher education t and conversely.66 
63Woodley, £2.£it •• p~452. 
64Sanders and Tanck, £E.£!!., p.445. Developed by Children's 
Museum of Boston. 
65Taylor, 2,P.-£.U. t p.26. 
66garOld Taylor, ad., Confere!1~£ on.JVor,llJ!ducati.QE.' (American 
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, Washington, D.C., 
1966) p.8. 
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Such programs as VISTA, th$ National Teaching Corps and Head 
Start have drawn many creativa teachers ·to domestic needs, rather 
than the comparable Peace Corps opportunity for teachers abroad. 
(Approximately fifty percent of Peace Corps trainees are in 
educa.tional programs. )67 'l'he do mestic "peace corpsl! pl'Ograms 
came late in the 1960s in response to the eagerness of college 
students tor active community service beyond the l1m1tationc of 
classroom teaching. More recently these new programs have provided 
a form of international education for participants and leaders 
alike. J.Iembers of the Volunteers to Amer:tca pro ject and foreign 
students atudying in the United states have .shared their skills 
in the programs of VISTA and the National Teacht';lr C01"pS. We also 
discuss later in this paper the potential for world affairs educa­
tion that the Peace Corps returnees br5.ng to our college programs 
a.fter two years of involvement in a foreign cu1t'llre. The Inter­
national Education Act passed in 1966, although naver funded, 
formally stated a new concept that asserts that to be educated 
in J..merica it is necessary to be educated as a. citizen of the 
international community.68 
Etfo~'"ts to remOVE; thE;. def1c1enc:r in intej:"llational educatio:rm 
of teachers has included sending abroad, in recent years, on the 
67.!nven.to:!,,¥ of'.1'ederal PrOgz:.~~!olv1ng EdUcational Activ­
ll!es <;.~.!'~d with Improvl.n& I,ntern..ational U.:~de!:sta.n.ding and 
Coo:psratio!!., U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 
Office of Education, Institute of' International Studies (G.P.O., 
WaShington, D.C .. , JWle 1969) p.373. 
68Taylor. gOllference on World ~ducat~!:!, 2j! ..ill.. t p.7. 
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average 700 teachers for ext:hange of teaching posts and language 
And area studies instruction under the Fulbright-Hays Act of 
1961.69 Thirty-five countries were involved in elementary and 
TABLE III 
FULBF.IGh~'-RAYS PROGR~~* 
FY 196~ FI 196'( FY 1968 
No. of individual 
grants of U.S. 
nationals 178 209 174 
No. of group 
projects supported 28 56 35 
Total no. of U.S. 
participt'..nts in 
group projects 430 '769 6'16 
No. 0 f grants to 
foreign nationals 15 32 16 
Amount ot i'W'lding 
- total $2,000,000 52,996,000 $2,'705,762 
• See Footnote 6'7, p.158-9. 
secondary teacher exchange in 1967-68.70 Under this program 
administered by the Institute of International Studies ot the 
U.S. Office of Education, 400 teachers also cone to the United 
states for instruction in ~\merican education. For three to six 
weeks of their six month visit they are assigned to a. local school 
system to observe it in all its aspects. More than 300 cities and 
69T&ylor, World ¥9- Amer.~can Teache:t, 2I!.ill., p.279. 
70Becker and Mehlinger, 2,E.ill., p.263.. Applicants for an 
exchange should write before November 1 to Teacher Exchange and 
Train.~l.ng Bra.."l.ch. Bureau of Elementary &: Secondary Education, U.S. 
Office of Education, WaShington, D.C~ 20202. 
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towns across the United statea thuG had 3!l opportunity for Ameri­
can children a~d adul~s ~o have soma association with thuse foreign 
educators during 1969.71 The association is even closer when the 
grantee also lives with an American family. 
Looking at the higher education picttu'e, an inventory ot 
international p~ograms prepared at the East-West Center in HQuolulu 
in 1965 reports that 199 colleges and universities sent faculty 
abroad, 88 instit ut ione had ove raeas branc hes, 100 had pr-ograwt; 
for exchanging materials with foreign educatore.72 Such a~tivi-
ties received encouragement after the enactment of the National 
Defense Education Act of 1963 made possible the establishment of 
area studies, language centers, and international relations 
programs in universities around the United stat~s. During the 
1970 fiscal year a thirty percent reduction in fund~lg occurred 
due to federal be1t-tighterdllg. 'rh.e National Defense Edu.cation 
Act (NDEA) has pro'vided funds for institutes in five areas of 
social studies since 1964 (history, geography, civics, and econ­
omica). Beginning in 1968 th.ere were also to be insti.tutes in 
international affairs for elementary and secondary teachers.?3 
71,I!!tel'national Educatj.ona1,P-eve1Q.;pmen't Pro~rara, U.S. Depart­
ment of lIEW, Office of Education, Institute of International. 
Studies (G.P.O., Washington, D.C., 1969) p.9. 
7;;ay1or, Ylorld and Ame!:,igan Teach~rt 2,;2 .. ci1!., p.9. 
73Becker and Mehlinger, ~~~., p.261-2. 
--
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The formation of the Institute of International Stu.dies in the 
Office of Education in March, 1968, provided the needed center 
for communicating and implementing the international d1mension 
of education to an ever widening audience in the United states. 
Through. the Agency for Internat iona1 DGvelopmellt (AID) more 
than seventy Universities have engaged in technical cooperation 
assistance in over forty countries since the 19508, which means 
pI"otessoz's may be loaned to iot'eigr! univer~ities for limited 
periods for seminars or other training.74 (Table 4) The Volun­
tears to America program, mentioned earlier, has a program for 
bringing teachers to American school systems from abroad. 75 The 
cultural Exchange Program, a reverse Peace Corps idea, has begun 
a.l'l experimental program which 'Oro ught two hu.."ldred foreign studenta 
to the United sta.tes to work with American students in comftluni~ 
education projects.76 
The School Partnership Program, started in 1965 and imple­
mented through the Peace Corps, 1s a means of involving an entire 
class or school in cultural understanding. Und.er this program, 
schools in the United states raise tunds for the purpose of bu1ld.. 
ing schools in another country" ThA funds are matchod abroad by 
contributions of land and labor amounting to about 25% of the 
total costof the school. Between June 1961. and September 1968, 
1,068 contributors (schools or school districts) contributed 
74Ibid ., p.30. 

75.!E.!9.., p.37. 

76Tay10r, ggEfe;,el~£.~~.on Wc,Y-ld Educa~ion, ~.ill., p.9. 

TABLE IV 
AID FIN~~CED ~~\~~lTY CONfliACTS* 
June 30 t 1266 _J_~ne 30 z_1967 _ l{.Larch 31, \968 
No. of 1\0. of Amt. No. of No. of---,rmt. No. of No. o~ 
Coul1tries Univ. ~illions) Countries Univ. (millions) Countries Unlv. {millions} 
Latin America 17 39 16 39 	 17 33 
Near East 6 25 	 .; 18 6 22I 
.~frlca 13 33 	 13 33 13 "3...' 
Fa}:' East 4 7 	 2 6 :3 8 
Vietnam 	 1 3 1 4 
Total 	 40 104 $175.8 39 99 $166.5 40 100 $205.,1 
* Educat1.onal projeots under the Technical Assists.nce Progr8.31 (Foreign Assistenoe 

Aot of 1961) 

SourC6: 	 In~e.ntory of Faders.1 Proa,ram.s invo):!.!:.E.g Educ~tional Activities cOl1C'!erne4, 
with ImprovIng International UJ::l.aersta.nd.in~ and Cooperation, u.s. Department 
of Health, Educetion and liielfare, Offioe of Educn ti!::>n, Institute of 
Internatioaal Studies (G.P.O~, l,'{ashington, D.C., Jti!".le 1969), p.16...18~ 
.r:­
t'J} 
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a total of 1785,496. Administrative expense for the Peace Corps 
has added approximately another 31,O~OOO per y~ar. Seven hundred 
torty seven. ('747) project.:; in forty-olle countr.iles h!lYa been. assist­
ed.77 The possibilities fol'" curriculum. development in the par­
ticipattng schools can be seen and can lead to further activities 
bringing the concept ot the global village closer to home. 
An important potential source for trs.1ning ot teachers abroad 
could be developed through ~he Overseas Schools which are operated 
under the u.s. state Department and enroll 28,000 American ohild­
ren in 132 schools in 80 countries. Although these schools now 
tend to have a predominantly American flavor, they employ many 
foreign teachers and of·t.en lafter speclal language and area studies 
78programs. lIere is a ready-made opportun1.ty for teacher traini.ng 
it contact wi.th the commtlnities where the sehoola are located is 
increased and incorporated into the teaChing program. 
All United states government international education activ­
it1_, including the Fulbright-Ha.ys Act under HEW, AID, National 
SCience Foundatioll., and the Peace Corps, 8.re coordlnated by the 
Department of state ullder the Bure8.U ot Educational and Cultural 
Affairs. In addition to carrying out exchange programs directlY 
with Game .135 countries. it also assists non-governmental organ­
izations and institutions in their international programs, Bome ~t 
which are carried out under contract. In 1967 there were 24 01' 
?7.!nvo!!tory ot Federa~."program.!, u.s. Department of HEW, 
~.eit., p.382-3. 
78Taylor, World anq Amer~an Teacher, 2E.~1., p.166-7. 
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programs receiving $3 million.79 The number. of non-governmental 
TABLE V 
U.8. CITIZENS DOnm STUD" /RESEARCH ABROAD 
BY FrmE~lAL ./tGENCY* 
Agencz n 1966 n 126§ 
Department of Defense 
(does not include 137 
128 
dependent schools) 
Health, Education and Welfare 805 1,218 
(Office of Education -
Fulbright Program) (349) (851) 
National Science Foundation 1,466 1,045 
Department of state 
(exchange of persons 3,013 
2,089 (est .. ) 
programs only) 
".Inventory of .F·ederal'yro~;-..!.ln!, U.S. Depal"tment of 1ID1l,
£E-£!1., poxii-xiiie 
organizations assisting foreign study and travel is growing, 
including the Experiment tor International Living, the World 
University Service, Operation Crossroads Africa, Asia Society, 
and the Foreign study League (an agency of the Transamerica Corpo­
ration). and the American Heritage Asscciation.80 
UNESCO has organized axchange of teachers ~ students and le;;;,de:r.g 
of educational movements through 1ts Inter'national Exchange Service .. 
In 1966 it financed 1,100 fellowshipa and travel grants, wholly or 
81in part.
7~t~!entorl of Feder~l Programs, U.S. Department of HEW, 
~.cit_., p.410. 
80The Study Abroad I,ibrary of Portland state University, Dept .. 
ot Internation.E!I.l Educ8.t1on, has a cornprehens1\"e file of foreign 
study opp~rtunities_ 
81United Nations, !~a~~~, ~.£!i., p.993o 
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On a smaller sctl.le, since 1962 the U'lliversity of A..'ltron has 
held a month's summer session abroad tor teachers in both elem­
entary and secondary schools--60 took part in 1964. Financed b.J' 
fees of the partj_cipants, the sessions were held in India, Spain, 
and the United Kingdom.82 There are several hundl"'ed sim:l.lar 
programs of this type. At st. Olaf College, Minnesota, the Genior 
class raises funds annu~lly to send a member of the graduating 
class to teach English at Martin Luther School in Rimbach, Germany. 
An app~ach to international education calling to~ cooperative 
effort by community organizations, universities, schools and for­
eign students is found in the international summer workshops 
83organized by Nations Incorpora.ted of the San Francisco Bay area.

Financial support comes from local foundations and businesses. 

The workshops, started in 1964, have successfully provided an 

involvement 1n foreign culture for high school stUdents and tear;h­
ers who could not otherwise have experienced it. 

The trend toward junior year abroad in many colleges and 
universities is also encouraging. Analysis of e:z:isting prog!'ams 
84indicates 35,000 etudents are now taking part. In the Northwest, 
the new Liberal Arts Study Abroad program provides a consortium 
for ten colleges and universities of Oregon, WaShington, Idaho, 
and ~lontana to provide one or more terms abroad EI.t four European 
locations. The International Education office of Portland state 
82.Taylor I World. .and l.,merican Teacher, B2.ill., poolO. 

83
.illS.., p .163-4 

841!>~., p.135oo 
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University is off'eri.11g tor the first time in the SWlilbel" of' 1971 
a Russian cultural program of -;even weeks study and travel in 
which six of the Soviet repubJ.:1ca w:i.ll be vi.aited. 
All e.uch progralils Cll.n 1)e a resource foX' prov":1,ding teachers 
the insights needed in a global view, as well as bringing about 
foreign contacts for more students in our schools. But even with 
the trend toward increasing exchange and study abroad, the numbers 
of teachers who can be expected to have this kind 01 opportunity 
are relatively small in number. As a means of providing for a 
global view in our schools, we cannot hope to depend simply on 
present means of international education through government and 
educational organization flmds. However, we have barely begun 
to think of other ways in which teacher training and innovation 
could extend the goals of international education, or as we prefer 
to look upon it, a global viaw. 
Every teacherts college and department of education can make 
a cOllstructive contribution in social studies that is more basic 
and less costly than opportunities for study abroad. The tendency 
of college courses to rely on the lecture method gives the future 
teacher no experience with the "inquiry method" which he will 
find necessary in using the new curriculum tools at the high 
school level. In a study of "methods" textb.:>oks in 1963, Ballinger 
found only two that recognized that controversial issues include 
value-lltvoJ.ved qUestions.85 Also t there is a dearth of courses 
85Massialas and Smith, £E • .£!!. , p .. 66. 
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on international relations; and, the usual Wes1~ern C1viliz,ation 
course leaves no time for the study of non-Western cultures. 
Juct this year a compendium of college courses on nPeace a:.l)d 
World Order" has been assembled wh:ich provides excellent examples 
ot outlines arId course materials from a variety of ways of approach­
ing the subject, whether political, economic, sociological, relig­
ious or philOBOPhical.86 Lastly, practice teaching experience 
could be sought iT! a "foreign" culture :In the United states when­
ever feasible, depending only upon the alertness of' the local 
college or school system. 
Teacher preparation for social studies in the nuclear age 
has lagged behind the preparation of teaching materials, but the 
individual teacher can help remedy this lack in the way in which 
he orga:ni~e6 and presents his course, eY~n within the limits of 
the curriculum guide of his school system. In the next chapter 
we shall consider in some detail the way the teaching method used 
affects the goal achieved. 
D. THE STATE'S ROLE 
At tbis point it is appropriate to raise 'the questi.on, what 
kind of limits' or guidelinea does the state or local school system 
set? To what extent does the tlpublic tf determine what sha.ll be 
taught? A study of state courses of study by Samford in 1954 
convinced the writer that no curricula patte;l"'n was suggested by
-
86§1~!~a Toward Peace, The Student Forum, .22.~.! 
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87the statement of' objectives COl:1tailled in ths'm. Another later 
study of state laws regarding curriculum in all fifty states 
concluded that most legislatures prescribe subject matter without 
88clearly expressing objectj,ves of the statu.te. Since the J'1cCru.""thy 
days of the 19508 there has been a lessening of expressed public 
concern. Use of co ntroversial materials in the classroom hs.s 
actually been encouraged in the 1960s) despite the continuing 
objections of right 'Wing groups in some communities. A 1961 study 
found that a conspiracy theory of politics has been a principal 
charaeteristic ot that group.89 However, another study (Minott, 
1962) found a shift occurring among new veterans away from the 
narrow, dogmatic cha.racter of the earlier veteran-advocated 
citizenship educat1on. 90 Ther~ is aotually (!cnflicting evidence 
on the question of restraints on the teacher's freedom Of in.quiry .. 
Perhaps teachers reflect tho uncerta:L'ltiea of thelr Ofi'n background 
and the general restrictions on political activity by teachers. 
A National Education Association study in 1962.while finding 
teachers reported little opposi.tion to teaching about Communism 
and the United Nations, did find a deal'th of instructional mater-
1&1s on UNESCO in California, and there also was evident restric­
tion in book selection.9l The latter finding was made in the wake 
8?price, Needed ~arch in Teashing ~o£!al Studies, ~.ill., 
P.9'l. (Or Social studiea, XLV, April 1954, p.134=37 .. )
. --<­
88Massia1as and Smith, g.:e ..ill., p.68. 

89ill£e, p.6? 

90 Ibi,d;., p.68 

91Ibid., p.63. 
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of Los Angeles au& Marin County ecntrove~sie& over UN &Dd UNESCO 
materials in 1960. 
Portland, Oregon schools recQgnlze the need for controversial 
materials and issue a briFJf Bl:at:m.f>nt of guldin.s principles. It 
encourages a variety of materj.al;; to give experience in making 
choices, but requires that thoso whieh would urge cb~ging the 
American society by force be labelled as propaganda and be used 
under guidance for comparative purposes. In general, it is 
probable that teachers have more latitude in t~eating controver­
sial issues than they realize or even wish to tryout. 
Usually the staters requirements set mln1mal goals for con­
tent, general statements about preparation fer 'good citizenship, 
and establish criteria for teacher certification. In addition, 
the approved textbook list i$ determined either locally or at 
the state level. As an example at content, several states re~uire 
a course to be taught about comcunism, thirteen require some type 
ot world history; only one., :Uew Mexico, re<l'Jirea five semester 
92hours in intarnational affO-irs before teachor certification. 
The interest of the public in preparing students for good ~~tizen­
ship in the world of the future will be bast sorved by enlarging 
its meaning as, for example, including an undcrstandirlg of commun­
iam as ~ of several forces affecting interns.tional stability. 
Such an approach can still make clear the differenc3 between values 
and facta, but in a larger, global context. 
As for teacher certification requirements, the trend as 
92Intercom, ~.~!., p.34-5. 
---
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determi.lled by a National Educatj.on Asst)ciat:ton research proj~ct 
between 1964-7 found forty st~tes already use an approved-program 
a.pproach foz- certification, accepting the recommendation of the 
college in pI"ograms previously agreed upon with the state Depart ... 
ment of Education.93 By 196'7, only the following six states did 
not report uoe of the approved-program appro3ch in soma dObras: 
Alaska, District of Columbia, Hawaii, Idaho, Hassachusetts, and 
)'., ~s.t ss"
.....t'.p" i 94- There i6 stiIl lieeu for a more tlerxl'lJle int&l'­u_..."" 
pretat10n of accrediting. California alone ticcepts eighteen 
months of Peace Corps experience in teaching abroad as a aatis­
factory full. substitute for other certification requirements. 
Oregon is one of eleven states wlrlch gr~~t temporary certificates 
to Peace Corps returnees under certain Circumstances, and nino 
states and the District of Columbia allow Peace Corps teaching 
experience to substitute for student teacuing.95 The Peace Corps 
experience, which is short-term, providing intensive langua...~e 
training end ach1evem~nt of cultural proficiency, bas lessons 
tor educating teachers in world affairs. Aeademlc intelligence 
must be fused with social sensitivity" Experience in a culture 
other than one's own sharpens the growth and development of the 
teacheI".96 He must learn to eustain his integrity while accomp­
93TaylorJ !9r1c. and_ Amerigean Teachet:" ~.ill4' p.201 (footnote) 
94A }-1anual on Certiflcation Reauirements for School Personnel
_. -- ....-~ ....... -- ­in ~J1~jJ .. S:., national Education Association, National Commission 
on Teacher Education and Professional Standards (WaShington, D.C., 
1967 edition) p.35. 
95'la:rlor, !V~z:!.4-2-rld Am..!.!'ican Teacher, 2.I!.9!", p.204-5 
96I~1d., p.109. 
.. 
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11ehing the educ.ational 'task. TIlls ability is Ii needed part of 
knowing onets subject and being able to 'teach it to others. 
Those who question substituting POe<.ce Corps experience in certif­
icatj.on requirements ru-e likely to be State education officers 
or professional educatora who assu,'!l.a tl'.at the history and phil­
osoph,1 of American education plus some experience of teachin.g in 
American ecl~ols can have no substitute.9? 
The state Department6 or ~~ucativn CQuid spe~d up the p~~cesa 
of fostering a world outlook in course content and certification 
requirements by some ot the following: (1) they can expedite 
conferences tn interna.tional education, seeking federal funds for 
international educat:ton thro"J.gh AID and tha U.S. Office of Educa­
tion, (2) they can be alert to local eUlploymen'l;. opportunities for 
foreign teacners, especially those of non-Western cultures, and 
C.~) th.ey can encourage the expam)icn of the sister institution 
idea with the resulting exchange of tea.chers and students. Th:l.s 
16 especially useful in smaller communities where fewer foreign 
contacts occur. In Oregon, 4 former SOCial Studies SpeCialist of 
the State Board of Education wns the first President of the Oregon 
Partners 0 r the Alliance, a part 0 r the rLa-tional "Partners" pro­
gram developed by AID. Since 1965, because of the initial inteJrest 
of ¥AX Harriger, exchanges of teachers, students, business and 
professional leaders, and teaching materials have been continuing 
with Costa. Rica t Oregon's "partner" country. A group of high 
school students and teachers trom Costa Riea spent two months 1m 
9'1.!~:;~. t p.208. 
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1970 for the third time t re~~ipl'ocatj.ng vi.stt~ of six groups of 
Oregon students who ha've "iaited Costa Hie.)... 'l'he 1970 group 
from Oregon totalled 45 £tu.d~nta Sl'ld accompanying adults from 
Claekamas II1gh Be bool f who presen tf;d. a e1:-eUi3 that was also per­
formed in six additional I.,atin I~men."i.(;an countries of the Partner 
program and incidentally helped the",1 A'aise funds. There a,r(:j rlO1Fl 
42 Latin couutry partners and 40 u.s. state partners involved in 
these exchanges. In a few states, s·i:.ate fuuds ha'ie bt.'lell bu.dgeted 
to s.ssist this exchange, although it is supported primarily by 
private funds. 
In regard to curriculum, the state can assist in making 
available sample materials of newer curricula and social SCience 
studice projects to smaller school districts who would be unable 
to have resources to keep up with the current proliferation. This 
is being done to some extent in Oregon.. !:lcluded among tfi,.e new 
curricula which the state Department ot Education has on file are 
Project Africa and World Studies Inquiry (see p.36). Oth~r activ­
ities Oregon bas encouraged are high school class partic ipation 
irJ the Foreign Policy Associa.tion uGreat Decis!. one tl progre.m each 
year, which deals with eight topiCS of' international concern. The 
activitj.es or the International Relations Clubs in many high schools 
throughout Oregon are encouraged by the Institute of Internatiomal 
Studies at the University of Oregon.. The Institute took on the 
coordinating task in the early 1960s after the groundwork was laid 
by the Oregon Education Associatiorl under B. Ford. Foundation grant. 
The IRL clubs each year dec;ide on an interl1ationa1 area of emphasi9 
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to be cS.rried out in the program 01' ~a.ch school, and the clubs 
conclude with a state cOllierence based on that theme .. 
The present state adoption syst!Snt of tex.tbooks needs reaseess­
ment, as the current trc:mcl away from social studies textbooks 
increases. An adoption syat6-ll'i t~ndt; to rEHlu(~e the availability 
of cUl"relit materials or will be i.gnored in prac ti<';;8. If! social 
studies, last year's printed word mny already be insufficiently 
up-to-date. On the other hana, a listing of recommended curric­
ulum mater'ials, with the basis for their recommendation, would 
be useful, less limiting) and could be frequently updated. 
The Portland Public Schools have set an example of encour­
aging at world vie-" through the broad outlius of the Instructional 
Guide (1967) for Elementary and High Schools~ They state that 
"th.e social studies curriculum should evolve trom problems that 
tace mankilld,98 and at each grade level there are references 
to our international role. For instance, at grade 5, "Becoming 
a World Power" is one the content subjects, and at grade 6~ 
99
"Assuming respons1bj.l:tties in the world cOllmunity. n These 
give opportunities tor mOl'e than an ethnocent1"ic, expansi,onist 
view. Recot;n::i.tion of the world cutlock is already an accepted. 
guideline. However, if the actual teaching materi'!lls are limltad 
to a United States view of world responsibility rather than a 
global (lfr.illti··nati::mal or huwa:nto:trian) v'ieW', tht; PX'QVillciaiism 
98Portland Public Schools, ~.!:.!:!£~J0l!a.l_ Guide (1967) ~ 1'.191. 
99~"J p.197. 
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ot tho past is continued. At each g.r-ade level the toacher will 
ha\'O the opportunity to en(;ourage tho g10hal view. bringing 
current and historical materials to the cult.ural area under study 
in his application of the discovery appr-oach4 The Portland Public 
Schools baTe encouraged the innoirative teacher as cited in the 
two programs in Chapter 3. Both programs were financed by out.. 
side gral'lts. Other means of increasing the number of such teachers 
exist through school sponsored :l.n-service or 3ummer workshops as 
well as by the several ways described tor improving the entire 
teacher training program at the university level. 
E. THE STUDENT I S ROlE 
The ti.nal ingredient of the education procer:s--the studant-­
has become an increasingly vocal element. Firat, the emphasis 
1.8 on the current scene, em human conceI'ns, and to some extent on 
action. Althou.gh not all students are greatly interested in what 
happens beyond their domestic world, social science researchers 
have round that by the eighth grade, the political socializatioa 
of the e hild is well on its way to complet:i.on. lOO It was found 
that the change in att1tudea between the freshman end sanior years 
ot high school is relatively small as compared with the level of 
attitudes evident by thefreelunan ~·ear. It is the high school 
years that v..'ill be the only title fo:r many students to realize 
the importance of their attitudes as they affect the international 
lOORobert D. Hess and Davi.d Easton, "The Role or the Elemen­
tary.School :J.n Political Socialization,if School Revi.!.."t!, Vol. 70, 
No. 3 f Autv.lt!l 1962, p.260. 
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decisions 0 f our government :tn the future., Certa:lnly television 
puts the world in the student's Ii'/ing room, as never possible 
fol' the previous gener&.t.ion.. 'rhe (.i>d.ucetional process should 
utilize this exposure po.citivzly. ThfJ studi\lut brings to the 
classroom his values plus a great many ideas of his own, half­
formed, but a beginning for study which the teacher can build 
upon. Some ot the current revolt of youth may be related to a 
disparity between early education and the reality he sees as he 
becomes older. Tho teacher's task is to help clarify the relation 
between certain values and the variety of facts which are present. 
perhaps a new student sor.h:i.stication explains why the inquiry 
method has come to be the common tool of the new social studies. 
The next chapter will E,xand.rlG how the teacher who uses such 
an approach C~~ combine it with the conceptual process to give 
a global orientation in his classroom. 
CHAPl'ER IV 
THE INQUIRY ~~HOD M~D THE WORLD VIEW 
In pltrsuing a goal Of teaching social studies from a global 
viewpoint, this paper makes the assumption that the student's 
attitudes can change as a result of the llethods used, a'ld that 
tho use of concepts in presenting subject matter is equally impor­
tant in achieving such a change. We have seen in Chapter 3 a 
variety ot ways in which the materials and tho teacher can assist 
this process. We need, now, to b~ mora specific in how the inquiry 
~ethod. and the use of concepts, as described in Chapter 2, comple­
ment and assist each other'. 
The in.quiry or discovery method has won support £'er many 
reasons but the three aspects that concern us, in pursuing the 
global view, are that it be flexible, serving a range of abilities, 
that it pr'ovide a means of adapting social science methods to the 
classroom, and that it provide an opportunity to dea,l with contro­
v6rsy and eXiilcre values. The usual approach would be, first, to 
recognize a problem from some given data; second, to formulate 
and state a tentative hypoth~s1a; third, to gether data required 
to test hypothesis; fourth, to evaluate B.nn interpret dat.a in a 
re-evaluation ot hypothesiS; fifth, stat0 a generalization.101 
lO~dwin Fen ton, The ,~,~,!I Social Studies, NASSP Bullet1n, 
Vol. 51, No. 517, Hareh 196';.' (Rolt t Rinehart & Winston, liew York) 
p.62., 
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The discover! method calls 170 r certain criteria for critical 
thirllr.ing: scrutinize a.ll perttnent evidence aVl:tilable, determine 
author's point of viev/, d :t.at::tngu:tsh between fact and opinion t 
EJ.ccept a belief becauGe 0 f l'ea~(mll f;h?t; Q!,i': bet tel' than a com­
peting bellef, accept cOllcluEiotlS prc'Jis:LrJnally t base cone lusions 
on logic and sufficient evidence, be able to verify information 
on which based, ~ticipate the results of differing actions, 
tollow scientific methods in utilizing information.102 w~th the 
wealth of factual material available, current and historical, 
the inquir;ymethod l'cq'1l1res organizing concepts for carrying out 
studies base(t ort the foreg.jing criteria. These co llc:epts become 
the organizing devices which the various disciplines have in 
common, again1:it whii';h choi(.~e of subject tna:cter al:d its relative 
importance is determ:ined<t- Values ma.y be tested as the concepts 
chosen are given factual COlttent " The subject Ine.tter chosen to 
illustrate cur follow1.ng discussion is suggested beca.use it both 
1mpleme~ts a global view and is accessible to tho average student 
by discover.y methods.. 
The discovery method &t2~ta where tbe student is, thue 
making it adaptable for a range of ability. It is important to 
enlarge the horizons of !!! students regardless of age or educa­
tj.onal achievement) becau.~e human :casas are uni'C"ersal. To illus­
trate p the inner-city r..igh school student who knows little about 
the 8~gU1lletlts for our government.'s sending troops to Vietnam, 
l02Ht.'.urice P. liunt and lawrence E.. Metcalf, Tear.:hin~ _High 
scho~l Social Studies (Harper R: Row, New York, 1968) 1'.70" 
~., --­
----------------------------------------
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can considel' tnt; cons'Jqucr.oes of EiUSpiCj.Oi'l ::.1.ud distrust which 
he finds exist in his ncighbc,::·.hcod when the local government 
authority, represented by the policG, does not have a means of' 
communicat:Lon with the cmu~'tm.i1;y.. '.i'1:te eo!~nectiona between freedqm, 
responsibility and autll',.)l'ity ca:!'L 'oe pursued fU.l,ther t.J:.t.rough case 
studies. The ro~ of c.onf'l:!,ct cart be differentiated trom the !llaana 
used to resolve conflict. Ana1.ogies on an. lnternational scale can 
be pttrsued as the studen.t;·a abill.ty dictates. Even though 210w 
learners may not be expected to assimilate more complex ma.terial, 
the application ot the discovery method through reality s1 tuations 
can meet the needs ot the non-verbal child. This was the basis 
ot Michaelis' World Studies Inquiry for students with reading 
problems, previously cited. A study by Oltver and Baker (1959) 
with slow students in grades 7 e.nd 11 also found that the case 
method cna.llenged the student to make decisions about social 
problems.103 
The methods of social sCience, such a.s surveys, case studies, 
and experiments, have been slow to be adopted in the public schools, 
despite the spectacular achiavements of the scientific method in 
the physical sciences. A drawback to their ready adaptation 
exists in the nature of social science research itself. It has 
bp.en problem-oriented with a high degree of specialization. We 
use thl? term "social science" here as the applica.tion of the 
sci€mtific method ir. the st.udy of social issues.. "Social studies" 
l03DonnJ.d Olivor and Susan Bakel", "The Case Hethod," 2£ciaJ 
~~t:J.._~t Yol. 23, Uo, 1, Jan.uary 1959" p .. 27~ 
)-'" ::-,. 
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£if.). a s(~hu(ll subject is concerned with pr~';tical krH')wledge and 
tce y,<;'tI'.tEls associl.1l.ted wlth goor) c:tt"!z~nr::hip.. It needs to have 
the input from social sciellce tc keej? its contt:lnt e.s accurate 
and up to date as possible.. In. Chapter 5 some of the ways in 
which current and proposed rocla.l science r.esearcb. can contribute 
to social studies programs will be discussed. !t is necessary, 
first J tor seconds.ry teach0rs to reecgnize the value of social 
science rOJ," their teachingsJld demand. a closer application. 
Po8~dbly a general awareness of the contributions of social 
science has played a part in a trend in some places during the 
laot (le~ad($ for s.n interdisciplinary focus in social studies, 
with a greate.r interest in the current problem appro8.c:b. Perhaps 
the Ulost comprehensive state plan tor Gocial si;udlcs currJ.\.~u.lum 
for grades K - 14 was accomplished in C·alifornia ill 1959, in 
which ap eci!1c generalizations taken from eight social sclences 
(geograpby, history, political science, economics,. anthropology, 
PS1chology, sociology and philosophy) were developed as guides 
for a basic l~urrtculum~ 104 The most usual pattern of curriculUilll 
revlsic,rl is characterized by changing emphasis of subject matter 
within exist:Ulg courses, with more Emlphasis on illternational 
105understanding ancl cultures as relatod to current events. . 
Although separate courses ill economics, sociology, psychology, 
international relations, etG. are :i.ncI'easingly apparent at the 
twelfth grade level, the new social studies materials described 
l04Ma.seinlas and Smith, 91!.ill.• , p.21 

l05-bi.il 15 
~c, p•• 
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in Cha.pter :; (page 3.!.,) al~e Z,lPP1"'0p.i"J_.::lte at G'o';rcral grade levels t 
and to a greater or lesser ci eg::-e.f: d::-aw upon s~ver8.l dj.sciplines r 
whether as \!ase studies, u;:sa stud.ies, 01" integra.ted approach. 
C(:msia~ring the mallY stflgt:;S of BOI:1.ul Etl.!. .i:tca revision existing 
~.cross the spectrlJ.Ll of oeconda.ry schools, j.t is still too early 
to say more than that now is a time to reassess how the glooal 
v'iew can best be achieved a.s curriculum revision continues. 
Probably the main deterrent to aocial sCience application 
in the classroom has been the lack of interest or training of the 
teacher. Not only does using social science materials require 
dealing with controversial materials, but it could require dit!er-
ElIn.t time planning. While rocognizing these limitations, there 
are now new opportunities to obta.in pertin,ent data through the 
social sciences. By sl!1Ilecting questi(llls and research materials 
whir.h are DRBed on a global view, a tool is p:ro'/ided in the 
discovery method. Our own democratic: values encourage the 
rational, scientifj.c approach--as opposed to s.n authoritarian one. 
The social studies classroom should offer thie experienca. 
There are aeveral ways in which the teacher can apply the 
sc1F.mti!'lc m-9thod in Ms Cl;ASS. Experiments t analytical case 
studies, interviews, surveys El!!d field experience have been 
sueceasful~Y tried with students of varying abilities, grade 9 
to' 12.106 If-he process of ca:ryine these out provides a meana or 
reducing tho remoteness of international studles and m.ay thus 
l06DOY :i.e Casteel~. "Utilizing the Methoo,s of the Political 
Scientist i.ll the Soci<:u Studios Classroom,if ~_.ody J ~ ot Ed., 
Vol .. If0 , 196,3, p .. 226 .. 
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incX'ee.se the student's motJYe,t:ton o ji'or eXi'.JJlpl~, an 6xperlmol1t 
and two case studies are used :tn thu unit flOn Conflictnnof the 
D'4: bl "1]"OJ P j t .~ 107 rehe_it 0 y 8. ro. ec e~.peri!llt:>nt titlfJd "Prisoner' a 
Lileuur.a" examines host:l.le and cccperati\'0 choices. The first 
case study analyzes data on "E,(dta.vi(lr of Escalation in War.u 
The second case study is el~titled IIImpact of Nu.clse.r Waru and is 
a futut'E" p!'ojection based on known. facts. In each of the examples 
above, high student interest resulted. 
In ftDilemma," two students (prisoners) are placed at desks 
with a barrier between them so that they cannot see each other. 
The expel'imant deals with the effect on the decision to IIccmfess tt 
or "keep silent" resulting from combining rour different typea 
of comuuni.cation (none, pX'ior corrnr.unicat,ion, reversible df'lciaiolls t 
non-olmult.aneous decision) with tbree types of orientat.ion instruc­
tion (be cooperative, be competitive, or be themselvea). An 
electronic flashing device used, added to the interest as well as 
the game aspect, although flash cards could be used as well. 
Ex.perimen.tal records are kept of the choices made as the game 
progresses and the reeult is a new understa21ding of threa.t, defense 
and aggression, i.e. the psychology of conflict., Variations of 
the game are also suggested entitled I1Students and Prlllcipalll and 
I1Govermnellt i s Dilemma"--all non-zero-sum, two-person games., This 
was the initiating unit of the course and theref0re was intended 
to (.p(~n up the question of how you go) about solvin,g o. pl'oblem-­
the meth'ld of interacti~Q!.'~ !"athel' than sclutions~ 
l07Kirkland, ~.ill~, p .. 3-4, 6-12, 25-41, 51-2 .. 
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The two ease studies we:ce weD.. rac~:i.ij,:d. because of the 
up-to ...dats, tresh intorms.ticn t ana. thGY led to vigorous quastioa­
ing and a J3ense of irlmli'dja.'~y of the problema" The first case 
study is based on a o.uar.t:ltative study of behavior of warring 
nations cOlTlpleted by Dr-. J(.1}m V':.'H~'lOd3}:"Y at Stanford University 
in 1968.. Using graphs, con.par1aOl1.6 are drawn between e.rmed force 
str~1ngth, casualties, and aeaths in six wars :tn which. the United 
stattls bas been i.av·olved a.l:J.d cscalation·-Bataratior. pattG.i..~ns 
studied. In the second case study, several studies of the thermal 
and blast effects of varying s:tzes of nuclear bombs are mapped 
and the iJl!plications f'or t.he SUl'v:i.vors raised. Tom. sto nier' s 
Nucl~ ~~s_a_s_t~e_r (Meridian paperback, 1964) is especially recom­
mended reading in this study tor the average h:tgh school stl.ldent. 
Visual aids are used in the "Impact of' Nuclear War" sub-unit. 
Thus, the choice of' both materials and methodQ led to heightened. 
concern with the concept of' co nflict., both its interpersvnal and 
international aspects, and the subject matter reeni'orces a. global 
orientation. 
A different device, the sociological quest iormaire J has been 
':.\sed in the project entitled ftSociological Resources for the Social 
studies .. " Here the student uses a questionnaire as a means of 
content analysis of' a number of readings or C$.se studies. lOS They 
are short, dramatically plarillcd units intended to involve the 
student in using s:>ciological data. and concepts, and may be used 
in other curriculum sequences. The problems deal'c with are inter­
l08sanders and Tanck, 2P..£1!., p.433. 
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n9.tional 1.n scope <> The It:at€!!'ials are b~.sed on the aSsumption 
t.hat stud~nts learn better if they a·::tively participate in gather­
ing and analyzing data to reach conclusions. Some employ techniques 
of probability and sampling, as in the hypothesis study, t:Testing 
for Truth. n An episode on "Incidence and Effect S 0 fPoverty in 
t:16 U.S .. ~, Ilreaenta £itatistics, case studies and readings .. An 
ISIpisode on "Leadership in AmericEln Society" includea a. student­
attii;;uue questionnail'e. Arter c last> disc USE.dOll, coi!.tent aILalysis 
diagrams are URed in comparing two series of readings. In another 
episode, analyses of Chinese land reforms, the roles of youth and 
women in the family, and the commune are made in a case study at 
social change in China. There will be 40 episot.ies in all, with 
e:tght scheduled. for publication in 1970. 
The foregOing ideas serve to suggest tw.t directed student 
experience may be more effective in producing a.n. interest in what 
1s happeni.."1g ·,vorld-wide than Simply reading about the history ot 
a country or even discussing the meaning of the headlines. Hare 
important~ they provide experience with observation of evidence, 
such as ce.u.sat 1011 and consequences, and the degrEI9 to which con­
clusions can be drawn. The method has been ap~lied through case 
studies to histor.iical data as well a.s current events.. Because of 
variations in the maturi.ty level of students, some may prefer 
interviaws or surveys t a.s opposed to more complex experiments. 
But in each case, inquiry is the basis for drawing conclusions. 
Th~ choice ot data c~n be determined by the concepts underlying 
the global view, such as conflict, change, and the 1nd:l.vidual and 
group responsibility therefor. 
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We have pointed t,o the contt'Ovel"t.:;tal natu.re of' social studies 
materia.l and that ita e\"aluati(Jn ehould bring out differences in 
values. An l.mportar,t dj fftc1.~ Ity w:i.th tes.c hing eocial studies in 
the past has bGen a failure to deal with value GO ntlicts, in fawol" 
of presenting facta selected to support a single set of values. 
This l"eault is fairly evident in the treatm!:)nt of cOfllmv.nism in 
many textbooks. An unpublished study of the A.w.erica.'l Political 
SCience Association emphasized the inadeq'L'lacy of the large ma.jority 
of locally-prepared uni·ts on Corumunism.109 Other studies have 
criticized such courses because they are militantly anti-communist 
and ha~fe resulted from pressures for indoctrination... Although 
historical material on Communist RusElla is neect'ed to fill a factual 
gap. the material is often presented in such a way as to draw un­
favorable comparisons with the American demccI'atic society.. For 
example, generalizations are made without supporting data; emotioD­
a1 terms such as "k.indly,tf "humanitarians" customarily are used 
regarding tbe United states, but uconformityU or nruth1ess" regal'd­
ing the USSR. 110 If such generalizations are made without sub­
stantiation t they merely reenforce fears and hostility without 
any basis tor understanding. The problem for understanding lies 
in identifying the common ground of needs and attributes--as well 
as differences. Schools presenting a negative view of Communism 
sea it justl.fied under the goal of ed.ucation for good citizenship. 
109Maes:talas 8nd.3In1th, 9...E. ....E1i. f p.?2. 

l100regon t state Depart:n;.e;nt of Educetion, Urlde:::'standing the 

Na.ture 0 f C.orr;mlUlism t P.6 if"
---- -- ......--. ..... _-._­
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The questi0n of what conRtltutes ill~octrination, or the question 
of the deeirab11ity of providing it labelled as such, cannot be 
settled he:t'e. It poirJts up t.h,l need to encourage the inquiry 
method G:!ld critical tn::b:iJdnS AR a too]. in preparation for citizen­
ship in a global world. 
A study by Shaver (1965) made of 93 secondary level texts, 
mostly American government and civics, found that reflective 
thinking was not encouraged--that there was no provision to handle 
clashes ot values, evaluate SOCietal issues$ systematically con­
ceptualize a pluralistic soc1ety, 0: prepare youth to deal with 
iasues realistically.III Shaver felt that students were exhorted 
to weigh facts based on source of information but with little in 
the wa.y of a conceptual framework to weigh the value oonflicts 
against. Discussion of propaganda techniques was bri.ef. There 
Vias a lack of awareness of valu.e conflicts or discrepanCies 
between ideals and reality. Shaver!s findings supported earlier 
analyses by Krug, Alexander, and the Americe.n. Economic Association 
in their conclusions that leading textbooks in economics, social 
pr.oblems and United states history did not analyze controversy, 
but merely presented varying Viewpoints witbout regard to differ­
ences in quality of reasoning or intellectual rigOr.1l2 Massialas 
in 1961 designed a Det of criteria with special reference to the 
ade'.':;.uo..te troatll'lon t 0 f co ntroveray to aGsist teachers in the task 
IllJames P. Shaver. "Reflective Thinking, Values and Social 
Studies Textbooks, 11 School_p.3view, Vol. 73, 196.5 ~ p.250. 
llcHaseialas and Smith, ,2.e.ill., p ..66. 
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of assem3i.ng different textbook$.113 Thus a teacher might help 
in identifJJ.ng the differing cO!"tc((ptue.l frameworks for the student. 
As an example of the CQ!1cer;tu':"l fr;t1J)ewvl'1t which we f~el would 
result iI'om a global vir;w. war ind, r~~\C'e &J.;e aSIlects of the con­
cept of ftconflict," and a motivating force in Itchange." Wars 
have been the focus of attention historically because ot the great 
influence they have had 011 history. The heroes tfmd to be those 
who led "successfur' wars. The efforts t.o achieve peace also 
have a long history but few high sehool students will rec8.ll more 
than one or two, such as the Rush-Bagot agreement of 1811 or the 
Kellogg-Briand pact of 1928. Today's social st11.dies Qust reflect 
the new :lriterdependcnce of the planet. The concept of conflict t 
thex'efo:.."'e, offers a means of redist!"ibut1.ng the empha.sis from 
"What ca'USes war?" to "What are the necessary conditions of peace?" 
The values related to each, based on the possible alternatives, 
thon become explicit, such as how desirable la competition? free­
dom? security? right to dissent? majority rule? How important is 
religion to the value ot hum~l life? What does social justice or 
eco:l'1omlc welfare Jneal~ to the student? to these in other 00 untries? 
What responsibility does the j~ndividua.l' s values commit him to? 
The problem or war becomes a part of' c()ni'lict as one aspect of 
international behavior--related t.o issues auch as the use of 
natiol1al pow~r, the attainment of De,tional sOl!urity t the role of 
inter-governmental and non-governmental L~ternational organiz~tions, 
l13Byron G.. Hassialas, "Selecti.t"lg a Socinl Studies !.rextbook, If 
Social Education,,oo _ Vol. 25, NOe5, May 1961, p.2.37-8­_________ .. 
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and. the di;;tinct1on between \';c.r,~prcns patte::.cne and k'ea~emprone 
patterns of international behavior. 114 
AA thes€' questions are applied to the i.."ltel·national scene, 
perhaps the ethnocentric viewpoint \'11.11 be broadened.. Researcil 
into attitudes, values, and beliefs Stlggests a strong imrerse 
rs:lationship between education and ethnocentrism--the more oduca­
tio~ ~ ·I;.h~ If;6s ethnocentrisln is evident .115 The need is to queo­
tion attitudes earlier in tJle. educational process--before leaving 
high school--since up to fifty percent of our students will ha"'e 
no further formal education. 
A study of junior high school studentt.:~ (Aldrich, 1967) showed 
tL3 effects of a llon,-traditional approa.ch in grades 7 - 9. The 
~ational~ was that at no other grade level are the individual 
differences greater while the social studies program bas been so 
Similar (unchanged). 11': 0 To meet the need for a changed approach 
the ernphas:ts was on more individualized learning exploration 
requiring value judgments and reflective thinking, whether the 
subject !!latter was the study of compars.t ive world cultures, 
American history, or teenagers in the world of today. Joint 
teacher-pupil planning waf' emphasized. Evaluation was based cn 
the development of significant concepts by the stu-ient, as checked 
11l{In.!il'_rco::ll~ "F;ducation en War/Peace, Conflict, and Change," 
Vol. 12, Ho.3, lJecember 1970 (Cer.t~r tor War/Peace Stud.ies, New 
York, N.Y.) p.36. 
115MGhlinger, 2E.cit., p.681 
l16,Julisn C. Aldrich and Eugene Cott.le, €Ida., Social Studtes 
!gr You!\£.}\dole:sc.ents, NeSS Curriculum series No.6, (WaSI>.1ngton,D.C.,
1967) p.ll. The prevalent n~t1onal picture, reenforced by state 
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by both. subjective and rlc~l-sub;jectiv(; teacher devices e.nd student 
self-evaluation. II? ?he tescher was seen as playing a key role 
by his ab11:tty to develop 'the iildividualiz.3d approach within basic 
guidelines. This stud.y 0 f five different sonools encourages us 
in the applicability of the inquiry me1.:.hod based on a conceptual 
approach, as appropriate to a wide range of subject matter and 
as young as the seventh grade. There the international content, 
though not a primary goal, was present in varying degrees growing 
out ot the curriculum objectives and their implementation. by the 
teacher. 
There is some ev:tdence that discussion 0 f controversial issues 
marked by Ii !~lagh of personal beliefs is likely to increase the 
mot1vatiOl1 of the st'i.l.dent. 118 'l'his may be the result ,'f an efl'ol"t 
on the part of the stUdent to resolve a discrepancy. It is pos­
sible that the appal~ent interest generated by audioviBual materials 
in students, previously mentioned, is thus related to motivation 
since more senses become involved. The questioning of one's values 
is an intensely persoi1al thing. If the teacher uses the open-ended 
Itwhy ," reqU1red in reflective thinking, rather than putting the 
emphe.sia I)D "who,tl "when" and "where ,n of the factual knowledge 
educat'1'.'O"lldepa.rtment requirements, has been to require geography, 
U.S. history t and ci t1zenship as separatE! subjects at the seventh, 
eighth, 9.nd ninth grade levels and to resist innovation either in 
method or in subject mattere 
117~, p.78, 82-1,.. 
118r-tassialas and Smith, QJ2. cit., p .:10. 
---------=;::-----------~--,,-
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8.-PP!'o13.ch, the student pe.rt iPAt ion tenda to increase .. 119 Another 
study indicates that i~1.m:pf.)rtancc'· of' th.e issue is basic to the 
choice of irliorm.?tio!'l :!!.'!:tde., l..ec-,!'n:!ng fa"o!'€d selection of infor­
:nation based en the f:i!'st of' 'each of th.s fcllowing pairs of in!·cr­
mation sttmuli: strong ratht-n" than weak, good rather than bad, 
1"'0
actlve rather than pa.ssive. ~ Whatever may be said tor or against 
engaging in, discussion of controversial issues, it cannot very well 
be avoided in tIle education of responsible citjzens.. Discussion 
involves the student in the expl.oration of the ideas being con­
sidered end recognizes that learning is not simply a one-~ay 
procesB--from teacher to stud~mt. Certainly more research is 
needed to d0termine what difference ill lenrning occurs, if any, 
beca.use of t.he d16cove.t"'~' method, but the motivation 1.13 evidently 
1nCX·!'la8(~d. It has been d.iff1cult to obtAin any reliable research 
on how best to teach ~ubject mutter. Even less is known about 
teaching attitudes and feelings, 121 althcjugh there 1s'sufficient 
research to show that through more understandings of the behavioral 
seiences, attj.tude change can be affected .122. 
In GupportL,s the inquiry method as a desirable means of 
enlarging the opportunity fo!" a world view, it ia assumed that 
119ByrOn G. l-1assialas, ed., The Indian~ ~xperiments in In... 
!lll.i..;:I.i_§2£J~1 Studie~, Bulletin of t he School of Education, Vol.39, 
No.3 s j''';.z\Y 1963 (Inriiana University, Dlootlington t Ind .. ) pc 71. 
''''0 
.t.G. Charles A. Jv~cClelland , lfSe1ect tne llUd Processillg Informa­
tion in World Aff~iI's Education$u 2.2~~c&tio~, VoL 32, No.7, 
November 1968, p.b67. 
121S8.l'l.derS and Tanck, .Q..£.ill. ~ p.l.48. 
122~, thv ft. ;-1.nen.wor ."'1 .Ql!•.£:;i-. P, {.J 11 
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there may be more than one pU6s1tle route in approaching a body 
of kno\vledge.. The sequel is that diff'er~nt parts of the world 
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lIl@.Y havp. different appro8c:heR t.o any given problem. -"I The 
disti.rtl~tio!1 needs to b~ understood as to whether the differences· 
arise from different understandings of the facts, different frames 
of reference, different sets of values, or different standards for 
valid evidence. It is openness to other evidence and oth~r points 
at view which should be considered a function of education. It is 
customa.ry to assume, as expounded by Metcalf and Gross, that our 
educational system has been intended to preserve our present 
SOCiety, Simply by producing good citizens and transmitting 
orgarlized knOWledge. l24 But the questionings of goals and methods 
which are prevela."lt il1 our society today reflect the need for a 
willingness to search for a broader frame of reference, i.a. the 
globe.l view. Implied is a needed abili.ty to tolerate ambiguity-­
to l~ve without hard and fast answers. It has been found in a 
study by Budner that an inability to tolerate ambiguity is related 
to authorltarian attitudes. 125 The teacher should rec.ognize that 
.thera are times when tho discipline of social science not only 
:-eBulta in ambiguity, but ruus counter to popular attitudes if 
based 011 ur~question1ng support of the ~atlls quo. Nevertheless, 
if our (:ch.:)ols arE! to succeed in preparing their graduates for a 
123See "Let us Examine our Attitude Toward Peace," a series 
of readings on wor'ld order t available from the World Law Fund. 
l24Maa2i&las and smith, ~.£!1~, p.2. 
125
.Ib!!!., p.71. 
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demlJcrat.ic society in Ct. ".;,J.me c f rapid Cl:an68, the open-ended 
answer should be enc()u:ra~ed the context of an interdependent 

world. 

As we consider new '!lays (>r t~.!:':pr.oachi:ng p1"oblems, we should 
look at the implications cf a world community .. What evidences 
are there ot its development<~ The traveler e.lready kr..owe th.~re 
is a COmll1on langue.ge of highway signs in large parts of the world. 
The Un:!.ted Nations flag can serve as a near-global symbol fer 
126 member countries out of some 130 1ndeperLdent nations now in 
existence. Ev'en the concept ot the world citizen has made a 
beginning.126 There is a need to explore in what ways authority 
grows and becomes accepted, how the nationalism of today might be 
modified to achieve a world community tomorrow, just as the needs 
of the ~rigina1 thirteen colonies became the basis for a naticn 
based upon the consent of most of the member states. Whatever 
current facts or historical evidence are used, the method of 
critical inquiry Will provide .an opportunity for innovatj:iTe thj.nki.ng. 
The fOI'egoing suggestions fer ways of using t he inquiry met hod 
. to implement the global viewpoint, are not intended to limit tea:h­
1ug to tltis method alone. It may be thB.t some combillation of con­
densod I fa.~~tual presentation (b;y outline, film or lecture) with 
individual assignments is preferable for the average student. Our 
intention is to suggest what opportunities 1:!.9 in the discovery 
method, both because of the availabil:tty of the newer materials 
which lend themselves to it, but because it 'huilds on the need 
l26World ..::1tizens Reg1.atl'Y 1 P.O. Box 27C41+, Sail Francisco, 

California 94127. 
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that the student secs to ed'''.t;.ation relevant to his world. 
In the process of thilS • tbe spscific goals of thE:: 
global viewpoint oatlined ea.rly ~l..n this pap$r (P. 21) can be 
atren.gthcnad. The conc(~pts 0:: C.b.t.mg12;, conflict, authoritYt order, 
freedom, and !'esponai'oility will have been examined with a rar..ge 
of data chosen as fal' as poasible fol.' it-s wOl~ld }Jers1'ecth-e •. 
CIiAPrER V 
J."EEDED RESEARCH FOR TRE SOCIAL STUDIES 
Gur search tor better V!D.Ys to teach, using a global orienta­
t10n wkth the inquiry method as the prime example, leaves many 
qil~tll iOlls ul1answer~d. There i6 the need to!' :toro dci'mit!ve 
research in the theory of learning itself. Of particular concern 
to the soc:i.a1 studies teacher are those questions related to 
chwlge ot attitudes and social chp.~ge. New political, economiC, 
and behavioral research findings need to b~ included in the social 
studies class discussion. 
In raising the level of awareness of the student i.n a global 
context t th.e teacher will need to have a f.l'cquent, concise rJeans 
ot keeping current. One such se!'v1ce in tbe war/peace area i& 
new available through the World Law Fu..'ld. 127 Since the fall of 
1969 they have printed "Ways and Naans ot Teaching about World 
Order, fI a one page summary of specific teaching ter-hniques and 
viaua:4, aids for cla.asroom use $ with some assessment of tbeir 
uSefu.lness; alld other sources ot \10 rId o:,:,dermmaterials. The 
Foreign Policy Association has ~£"ecommended in its recent study 
of international edu.cation that an inventory of available teach­
ing-learning resources in that field be created and periodicallY 
127nWaYG and 10leans of Teaching about i'lorld Order," No. 1-6, 
Fall 1969 - Spring 1971. World Law fund s 11 W. 42nd st t, New 
York, N.Y. 10036. 
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up-dated .. 128 The BI).egesti\n~s :;cl'!.i~n:L'1ed .in t.hat study are avail­
able In. Huruber 4 of the Forei[;n Policy Association's ItNew Dimension'f 
series. 'I':;.1~ oFP! School 3·3rv:!.l,;ea ))ewalett:sr has been EU! excellent 
Bourt;:'O of recent tea(~hing lJel:ps for all sCH~:ial studies areas f bttt 
has now been discontinued.. The most rocent effort is being under­
taken by the center for W&!'/PeE.u;e Studies whic h hopes t.o compile 
L'"lfcrmation on curricula being used in elementary and eecondary 
schools dealing with war, peace, conflict and change, and provide 
a means of disseminating this material.129 Efforts to keep current 
at present depend primarily on local teacher' initiative ai.ded by 
current perioDicals. (Intercom is one \)f the most usefu.l of these.) 
Underlying the lack of application of social science research 
to edacation has beell speci.a.lization. The interest of the social 
scientist has been in training scholars for his own discipline 
rather th~~ providing data for classroom teach6~s; and the educator 
has been preoccupied with problems of curri.culum evaluation, learn­
ing theory an.d teaching met hod, largel y to the excl u.sion 0 f the 
contributions to content which sctial science continues to produce. 
Some questions that we might ask of social SCience research 
in our goal of meeting the changing neada of a global society are: 
in what way is social chrulge and development related to political 
violence? what is the natUl"e of conflict behavior? how do we 
change attitudes? how can we best develop critical thinking skills? 
128Becker, .Q..E..cl!.., p.l2. Also E.G'Y D.!!nensjonJ!., no.4, "Inter­
national Edllcnt ion for Spaceship Eartn," For'1igr. policy ASSOCiation. 
'29 
... Centel~ for War/Pea,c49 Studies, .218 East 18th street, New 
York, N.Y. 10003 .. 
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what is the role of identity it. !lationaLi.am? in achieving 
world community? 
Bas:tc research in the role I',)f ,oliti~:;.l 1;j.olence on social 
change is currently r(;H::eiYi!lt~ much att,6!3.tiou. One of the f:lndings 
ot the Report to the Nat.io:::.el Commission or. the Causes arld Preven­
tion. of Violence in JUlle t 1969 t was on the effeets Of the level 
of development, degree of frustration (coercion), and rate ot 
change as affecting violence in a sample of eighty-four nations.130 
Dur:tng the period 1948-65, the United states fell &t a median 
.positior" i.e. half' ot the naticlls stu.died exceeded United states 
in violence, half did n?t attain it. Such data :ter a world view 
input is usually not available to the high schabl classroom, des­
pite it.s importance to social studies prohlems. A further D.ppli­
cation of' t.he study of vj,01ence comes from research by Wernet' Levi 
(1960) who states that formatlon of institutions leads to a d1min­
ution of violence, and this is the assumptIon of' these who propose 
world government or sindlar routes to world order .131 Whatever 
the cause, Denton & Phillips found an upswing :I.n the level of 
violence every 25 - 30 years ba.sed on the period 1480-1900 from 
Quincy Wright's eompilatloll of wars.132 SOMe new research finding~ 
1 ~{\ .
"" "'Hugh D. Gra.nam and Ted R. Gurr, "Violence in An!erIca,tt 
Hi~to!'~qfZ,l f~~~ .ComEaratm PeI·8ill:cti!.~ Vo.l.!__JI. A Report to the 
National Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violeoc-e. 
(Bantam Books, New York, N.Y., June 1969) p.648-53, 673. 
131Elizabeth COllverse, liThe War of All Agaib:st All," J. of 
g,onf'l!.<:!. Resc~!:!t ion, Vo1.12, No.4, December 1968, p.485. ­
]'22
.J Frank II .. Denton and Warren PhIllips, npatterns in the 
Hlstol~Y of Violence J II S ~ of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 12 J rlo .. 2, 
June 1968, !1.193. --- - .­
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not yet publiciz.ed 't'l'ere 3t:",!).j'11{4ri~~d by !Jl~.. Haymond T&nt.or' for 
the Diablt) Valley Education Project) including the following :133 
(l) C01.mtries with al.l:4ual per capita incomes exceeding $700 
or below $100 tenci to have very l:lttle violence; those between 
$100 ~~d $700 tend to have the highest level.134 
(2) Presence or absence of past turmo:U (riots, etc. / can 
be predict.ed in 92 of 119 nations studied. There is direct corre­
lation with relative deprivation of groups.. In more developed 
countries, economic improvement followed by relative decline shows 
a di,rect relation to domestic violence .135 
(3) When conciliatory bargainers are paired with each other 
in negotiat1.ons, the prospect for mutually satisfactory outcomes 
is h1ghe.ot; when belligerents are pail'ed ~ outcomes are somewhat 
lower; bat when a belligerent and a cooperative bargainer are 
paired, outcomes are lowest. (These psychological effects of 
conflict can be studied in the nprisoner' s Dllemma.~' game mentioned 
on p. 67.)136 
One should not accept the stmmary statements quoted above 
-"ithout. further proof. N:ore resea.rch and informa.tion are needed 
to determine what the causa.l relationshlps are. The statements do 
133I\irkland, .Q."£.E..!.!., p.84-5. 
134,A study of economic development a.nd political violence 
'by FE!iers.bend at al gives extensive data supportive of this state­
ment. See Graham~ Gurr J £~.ci!., p.519. 
135Graha,m & GUI'I', on.cit., p.500. Corroboration of this state­
ment may be found in a study-by James C. Davies. 
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... Kirkland, 2,E.cit. J p.'l. 
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ind.icste a promis~ng direction for seeking social science data 
wh~ch bear directly Or! illterflC\ti6:nal stu.dies. 
'fhe entire aro9. of ,:':Gnf11ct :.;:t;;.dlca hac much app1ica.t:lcm 
bert) and hac scarcely been r.cticea 'belo',,; the college level. The 
concept of conflict as a.pplied to the international area poses 
a two-fold problem, one, predisposing conditions and, two, what 
and how ccmtrols are carried out ~ 'Nar is a particular kind of 
1nstttutional control--an inst1tutiOll.alized \riolence. It occurs 
as the result of national decision-making which is itself the 
result of both national attributes (physical and psychological) 
and international exchanges (e.g. trade, diplomacy). Both vari­
abIes are part of a process where who has a ri~~.i to control 
17.7Yd.ll affect the decision as to who is controlling conflict. J
-

Thus, for e:'<:runple, the torms of control may 'be military or noD.­
military, overt or subtle. Game theory has been a useful ~~alytic 
device for our government's military theorists to clarify a con­
fIlet situation. I;ut when SUCh, elements as love or community ot 
feeling enter the study of conflict, these are alien to game 
theory and demonstrate its limitations.138 The complexity of 
the ~onditions of conflict 1s beyond the scope of this paper, 
but by pointing to some of the questions t~~t C~~ be raised, we 
hope to bring new approaches to the treatment of the subject of 
war :tn particular and conflict in general. We have reason to 
1.:57Converse, £.E..ill., p.471f, 485, 504. 
138r.:enneth E. Bouldillg, Q,Qnfiict an~tJtef~n.§..fL (Harper and 
ROW, Hew York, 196,3) }>.57 .. 
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believe tha.t conflict between n,!\tions tends to reinforce nations.l 
authority.139 In looking at. thB glo'be). via',¥ one needs to examine 
the ba.Tl"ieA:'s which t;o.use n-at.icna.l and ~.nt('n~national lOYD.lt.ies 
to ba competitive. Both 16yaJ.ti~a 111h-J' 1~ ne~J.sd. How car. tho 
differences be minimized? Studies of tre.ns-national problems 
can be helpful, such l!lEI th~ current interest in the environment • 
.Mother area of reaear'ch of d::J.rect interest i'.l this study 
involves Laon Festinger's theory of cognitive dissonance. Accord­
1ng to thiE theory, learners seak to solve problems in which they 
are intimately illVOlyed.140 Analagous cas~s confront a student 
with tee .necessity to reexamine his values, and if he finds a 
contradiction with the evidence he may shift his viewa.141 Is 
there e clu.e here to changing attItudes? Simulation games have 
been developed on the theory that they could helI) change attitudes, 
the steps being: receiving information, responding, valuing 
(argument, considering alternatives, commitment), organizing for 
dec1,sion, recognizing one t s role. By changing the response at 
different steps 0 f the game, the effect on attitud.e can be demon­
strated. Some criticisms and limitations in the \:;.se of simula­
tiona have already been mentioned (Chapter 3, p. 40). The use­
f'ulness of simulations has not yet been sufficiently researched 
139Herbert C. Ke1mM, tlEducation for the Concept of a Global 
Society,1t ~'1cial.Educa.tion, VoL 32s Iio. ?, :Nc'lembet' 1968, p.664. 
l40sanluel Brodbelt, "Simulation in the Soci&l Studies: An 
Overview," 2.0clal Education, Vol. 33, No~ 2, ,E.'ebruary 1969, p.l?7. 
lLtlrrving l-'iorri~sett ted., Qpnce'Dt~....:qnd !?tructure in the New 
Social Sci8nce Curricula, (Holt, Rinehard & Winston, New York, 1967)
p.122. ' -,-­
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to ensure that, aa :present,ly ~3(1(., they are more thsl) a fad. Hcw­
eVtlr, the use of si!!lulat::!.oXlE! he . .!3 mushroomcd out 0 f the realization 
that game theory could (.1 pply m.at.h0~nal:ic~~ tCi the complex problems. 
of sociology and eccnOl'::ic2 R.:)d es,Per:j.ally the area.s of conflict 
and coalition formation. Using such techniques it has been shown 
that ml increase in conflict will result in the polarization of 
issues fr.equently observed in conflictG. l42 However, as noted 
above, game theory has its lindtstions &ltd users 0 f simu.lations 
need to be aware of this. 
We need more reseal'ch on what conceptual systems children 
have. They may have limited understanding of abstract concepts 
even at high school level. Piaget says that at' 13 - 14 years 
the child. becomes capable of proposltiontl.l thinking. 143 The 
f. '! ~Jdent is at ill learning to disentangle his se1f image and find 
his place in society. His attitudes toward authority have been 
shaped by family, church, achool, government, mass media.. 144 
A cross-na.tiona1 study by Lambert and Kline'iJerg in 1959 found 
that the stereotypes produced in children about nations and 
peoples came largely from individuals and the commu.nications media 
rather than books or trave1.145 The so~iety has given him only 
142Allan Mazur, itA Nonrational Approach to Theories of Con­
flict and Coalitions,U J. of ,£.onfli.ct n.~!3o.!ut1on, Vol. 12, No.2, 
June 1968, p.205. 
143priee, Needed Research in '!:!!ching of Social studm, 
~.ill., 1'.90. 
144Ralpll M. Goldman, "Self-Identity in the Context of War and 
Peac~tlt (mimeo) (Diablo Valley Education Project, Dec. 1969) p.ll-18. 
145Massialas and Smith, 2,E.ill .. , p.97. 
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the ba.l"'e beginning of allar-91t6SB 01 ~ worlci. CO!Ji!!lU1l1ty. Mvst of 
his heroes have been na.t1onal, :t!ot vrol'ld t heroos. 
The te~cher h'Hi' opp\:J!"tunlty 9.od the necessity to seek 
out v.'S,yo of bringing th..: most l'e("~~nt :rtH3ea!'ch flndings to his 
teaching. With the expression of g~eate~ interest, a mep~s can 
cer-tainly be achieved tor communica.ting the 1ncl'eas1ng informa­
tion al.1:'ea.dy available which emphasizes the reJa tio)). between 
human values and internat1ona1 order" 
CHAPrER VI 
CONCLUSION 
The function of the social studies, to oducate the youth 
rege.rding the problems which will fa.ce them as adults, and to 
pro~ote &1 understandulg of our society as it r.elates to others 
on this finite planet, will require of each teacher and adminis­
trator a ne'N awareness of the global dimension. Eyen the term 
"international" which has served in the past to cover- study of 
foreign countries and cultures as well as United states foreign 
relations: is limited by reforring to relations between nations ~ 
Such information is, of course~ pertinent but needs to be studied 
in a large~ co ntext of llIarili.1nd I a needs. It ia a W6.y of thinking 
to which, hopefully, this study has pOinted the way. Perhaps 
some of the exc1tem.ent of innovative ideas 8.ud materia.ls menti.C1ued 
here will kindle a determination to reassess the approach in one's 
class or school. 
It has been the assumption of the author in making this study 
that through education man can learn to control his environment .. 
Since war iR an institutionalized means of exerting power carried 
out by men, its containlllElnt requires llew institutional understand­
ings and de~,ices. To create the climate for this achievement so 
ueces~ary to human survival requires the kind of educational 
inqui.ry which has been outlined here. 
What d" the values set forth il\ the American Constitution 
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im,ly for our future rQlations wtth the other countries ot the 
world t whether in regard to d:Lffering political ideologies or 
econom1c productiveness? As in a body of law we have a means ot 
measuring performance a.g5.~~nst goals, we need to extend that judg­
ment to include global goals. Perlw.f,-R our youth have all'aady 
seen the goal wit.hout understanding the means needed. 
Although it is possible and desirable to incorporate the 
global view at all gra.de levels, the thrust of this study is to 
urge its explicit emphasis not later than the ninth grade on, and 
where possible, at seventh and eighth grade level. The politics.! 
awareneSB of many students encourages this. 
Irhere is encouragement in 8 slight trend since the lS50a to 
i~crease course t:L'lie devoted to the social stud:l.es, accompanied. 
by a marked increase in new materials, both d1scipline-centered 
and multi-disciplinary. 2,'here is a lack of a corresponding 
updatill.6 of teacher tre.:1ning. The tea~hElr who accepts the valid­
ity of' the point of view of this study does not have to wait upon 
the machinery of education, which appears to be becoming aware 
of the need of "international understanding tt but is uneven in its 
implementation. By reconSidering his approach to his current 
curriculum with the concepts suggested here, and using the world 
as his backdrop for comparisons and questionings at pertinent 
intervals, the teacher can lay the gl'oundwork for ~ Citizen educat­
ed to carry out his democratic responsibility in the face of world­
wide stresees. 
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New York, 1968) 
U.S. 	Department of llealth, ~ducation) and Welfs.re, E'duca!.lon for 
!!eedom and World Understa.."lding,(Conference held l-1arch 2b-28, 
1962 (G.P.O., WaShington, D.C.) 
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, Instj.tute of Internat.:I.cnal Studies, Inter­
--------.~--~~~-­!:,3.ti,£n?-l EdllE~t:i:Oll.aJ~~~£g.s.;"~.P;''!?..;'3.ram (G.P.C .. , Washington, 
D.C., 1969) 
, Instttute of: Internp.t:tonal Studies, Inventory 
---o~f-_""l!''''e-Ji-e-r-a-l:-,''''P-rog£'!!!)1s il!!.Q}.v.Y!£J.~£_~2J_i(m.al A<l~.:i::!:i~ji-EQ,a­
lli'~__wit h_ImjJE.5[1lin~~ffiat .;!.,C 11 a~U1.l:+_ers tandi1!1LJiTiJi 
2!'JU?eratj.on (G.P.O., 'Na.sJri.ngton, D.C., Ju!!.6P. 1969) 
West t Edith ted., I~pro'!lng the Teaching of l'for1d History, 
NCSS, 20th Yearbook (Washingto;;:) D.C. $ 1950) 
Woodley, Celeste ~ "}.~edia and tho New Social Studi(;ls, It Socia.l 
RduCAt:1.0n.., Vol. 311, No.4. Ap.,.i.l 19'70, p. L~51-" 
>,orld_.hlm.~,.<:£, 1970 Editiou (Doti::;.lcday & Compa.l1Y, New Yor-It, N.Y.) 
World Law Fund, Priscilla Griffith and Betty Reardon, eds., 1,et us 
£LX8:mln~ Q;u.r Atl~i!.ude-,.ro~ard. Pea9..~ (11 VI. 42nd st., New York, . 
N.Y. f 1968) 
, "Ways and l"ie:ms or Teaching about World Order ,tt 
Nos. 1-1>; Fall 1969 - Spring 1971 (pe~phlet) 
,____"__. ~__ , nWorld Law Fund Progress Repol"t,tt Vol .. 2, Ne. 1, 
Winter 1970 (pamphlet) 
Yandell, Wilson, "Teachj.ng aoo ut Conflict ae it relates to WaJ...tt 
(mimeo) (Diablo Valley Education Project, October 1969) 29 pp. 
..A.FPEt~IX 
GLOSSARY 
Bilate:ral program - foreign assistance extended directly from 

one co~~try to another~ . 

concepts - seJected broad p~inci~les or c8tegorisR to which a 
variety of subject matter can be related and analyzed. 
A useful organizing device for making comparisons open-ended. 
Global - related to the earth as au ecological, finite s~stem; 
"1nternationalu in the sense of COI1Unon to all nations and 
individuals. 
Inquiry (or discovery) method - a teaching process in which the 
student takes initiative in searching out relationsbips of 
ideas and datal through inductive and deductive reasollil"..g. 
International - relations between nations, usually carried out by 
organizations identified either with a single nation or on 
a'multi-nation basis a 
Multilateral program - foreign assistance extended through an 
organization based on representation from a number of coun­
tries, regionally or world-wide. 
Social science - refers to the disciplines related to human society 
that lend themselves to scientific research, e.g. economies, 
SOCiology, psychology, political science, history, anthropol­
ogy, geography. 
SOCial studies - refers to the study of human society and its 
values, including citizenshi.p and cultural understanding. 
Values ~ basiC ideas considered desirable by the individual or 
SOCiety; of special interest here are those related to change~ 
conflict, authority, order, responsibility, and freedom. 
Trans-national - relatj.ons or problems across national boundaries 
dealt with independently of national governments, as multi­
natioaal corporations or professional societi.es. 
CURR!GUI..A H"t..T:'!!:'::<IALS - SOURCE.S 
1. 	America.n Educatj,ort pubU.cat1.oTts t Publ,?c f'8sues .;;eriel!!. by 
Donald W,~ Oliver and Fred M. Newman (adapted from the 
Harvard Social Studies Project), Education Center, Columbus, 
Ohio 43216. 
Taking a Stand: A Guide to Clear Discussion of Public Issues 
Twentieth CCll'}.tury .RuR~ia~ Agents of th"3 Revolution 
Community Change: Law, Politics, and Social Attitudes (1968) 
Communist china: Communal Progress & Individual Freedom 
Nazi Germany: Social Forces and Personal Responsibility 
Colonial Kenya: Cultures in Con filet 
Revolution & World Politics: The Search for National 
Independence (1970) 
Limits of War: National Policy & Wor1dConscience (1970) 
Organizations among Natiolls: The Seare h for World Order (1970) 
Diplomacy & International Law: Alternatives to War 
SCience & Public Policy: Uses art'Contro1 of Knowledge 
For 12th grade. Unit booklets are 50-60 pp. and include case 
history vignettes. 
2. 	Association of American Geographers, High School Ge0Lraohy ~lect, 
(University of Co1ora,do, Boulder, Colorado), Nacmillan Co.,1970. 
Titles are: 
City Location and Gro'~h Cultul'a1 Geography 
Manufacturing and. Agriculture Po1iti.ca1 Geography 
Habitat and Resources Japan 
3. 	Beyer, E~rry K., Project Afr~~, Carnegie-Mellon University, 
Pittsburgh, 1969. (Scheduled for completion in mid-1970.) 
Africa south of the sahara 
4. 	Brown, Richard H., Committee on the ,Study of History, New Dimen­
!'Iiolls ... ihAm(~rica", Ristor;!., D.C. Heath & Co., Boston, 1965, and 
Addison-Wes1oy Publishing C.)., Nenla Park, California, 1970. 
Th:lrtFlen titles whlch include: 
The Nonrae Doctrine 
Hiroshima: A Study in Science, Politics and the Ethics of War 
Uberty and Law: The Nat.ure of Individual Rights 
The Gospel of Work: A Study Q t Values and Value Change 
Korea and the Limits of Limited War 
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Imperialism and the DilGMma of Pewer 
The U.S., the Lse.gua of Nations, Ulld Collective Security 
Collective Security in the 19308: 'l'he Failure of Men or 
the Failure of a Principle? 
The "Amherst project" materials are intended for the 11th 
grade. 
5. 	Engle, Shirley and Howard Mehlinger, High School CU1'riculwn 
center in Govern~ent, Indiana University, Bloo~ington) Indo 
Avalla"ble through ERIC after March 1970. Publlcation pro­
jected for 1972. 
'martcon Poli~!cal Bchavio~Bock 1, Pi!ot Veroion (mi~co), 
John Patrick and Howard Mehlinger. ads., 1968 - Grade 9 
6. 	Diablo valley Education Project, "Teach:Lng S.bOlit War & Peace ,tI 
center for War/Peace studies, 50 Vashell Way, Orinda, Calif. 
On Conflict: a CurriculUJn Unit. Olin Kj"rkland, 1970 
. 	(pre-publication copy, mlmeo). Designed for 8 weeks 
unit or as 11 sub-units deaLing with conn ict, violence t 
war mid lnter-state approaches which can be integrated 
:Lnto existing courses in Civics, U.S. History, World 
History, Sociology, Psychology or International Relations. 
Combines game and inquiry approaches. Grades 9 - 12. 
Multi-media Inst.ructi.onal kits - topicS include the Cuban 
Missile Crisis, dissent and foreign policy, diss~nt and 
minority groups, arms cvntrol and disarmament. Each kit 
(15 - 25 pp.) contains annotated listings of basic paper­
back books, pamphlets: articles, fUms 8O'd video tapes, 
audio-materials, displays and simulation games. For 
experimental use by Ht" Diablo Unified School District. 
7. Forer~~~er Series, Fellowship Publications, Box 271, Nyack, N.Y. 
"What do you Mean Nonviolence'?" - The Story of Wars with 
Peaceful Wea.pons, by Sue I}ottfl..ied 
"Revolut;1on and You lt - The story of the Rj.sing Expectations 
of the World's Peoples, by Sidney Lens 
8. 	Fenton, Edwin (Carnegie-Nellon. Project), Holt, Rinehart & 
Winston, Inc., New York, N.Y. (1968) 
Grade 9 - Comparative Economic Systems, an Inquiry Approach 
Grade 10 - The Shaping of Western Society; Tradition and 
C4ange in Four Societies 
Grade 11 - A New History of the U.S. 
Grade 12 - Introduction to theBehavioral Sciences; The 
Humanities in Three Cities 
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9. 	Field, G.L., Growth o! Civiliz.a'tj.oll, I.ol1don: MacNilla.n, 1966. 

(uccd by tJN"Intermrtional Scnool) 

10. Foreign Policy Association, 345 E. 46 st., NeVI York, N.Y. 10017 
Headline Series (published 5 times/year). 51.00 ea. 

For 12th grade. 

Our China Policy: The Need for Change - A. Doak Barnett(197l) 
Western Germany enters the 70s - R1ch,=trd L. &: J.Ima J. 1'!erritt 
(1971)
The Soviet Union: Toward Confrontation or COElxistsnce? ­
John A. Armstrong (1970) 
m ... "h.."'lob.J....,.,. ~n~ lIt--'d(~...., ... !")C"''''-.'"",,,4 -....''l''ctcr n--""·t~ "'9"""\ {VI"'''';~ ....-'->. ..... """ .1. 	 " Q,O..... \4.I.. .... 
The Multinational Corporation - Sidney E. Rolfe (1970) 
American Foreign Aid: strategy fer the 1970" - Hax Hill1kan 
(1969) 
The UN and World Order - Lincoln P. Bloomfield (1969) 
!atioll~lization of the ,Suez C~l Co"' 1956: A Case Study in 
Analyzing News Account". Kit for 34 students s including 
teachers guide and discassion questions. $2.50 
New Dimension Series (as of January 1971 will be published by
-bY Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 201 Park Ave. 5., NewYork,N.Y ..10003) 
$1.00 ea. 
No.1 	Simn1ation Games for the Social Studies Cl&asroom 
No.2 Foreign News and World Views 
provides background and ideas for using newspapers 
in the classroom. 
No.3 Teaching the Comparative Approach to American Studies 
No.~ International Education for Spaceship Earth 
A Selected BibJ.iography on Il!.ternational,!ducation. Availab Ie 
from School Services, FPA~ 
11. 	Hanvey; Robert, The Age 9'£ He~a~o..!!. Doubleday Hultimedia, 
Garden City, New York 11530. A 21 minute filmstrip with 
teacher'~ guide and pulsed record ($15) or tape cassette ($16). 
12. The Hiroshima Declaration, a diacuseion a..'I1.d statement ot tlCondi­
-	 tiona -ior"'"Pe'iCe in the Nuclear Age" by a...'l international group 
and a group of Hiroshima citizens. Order froM Committee of 
Hiroshima Conference, c/o Peace Memorial Hall, Peace Park, 
Hiroshima, Japan. 12 pp. in English and Japanese. 10e 
13. 	Intercom J "The Human Person and the War System, n J'anuary­
February 1971. (Center for War/Peace Studies. 218 East 18th st., 
New York, N.Y. 10003) $1.50 
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Articles suitable for classroom unit: 
"':I.-he Battle of Algiers ,I; by t·!argaret Cart<::r 
lIJ.!ichael scott, An Individual ill the International 
System," by Betty Reardon 
Also film guides, and stntE'i'lent.s on teaching methodology 
rel-.:vant to the Nuremburg principles, the rights of indi­
vic1.uale under international law, and the basic pI'ohIem of 
WD.l' 	 in an emerging world society. 
14. 	HA'rCH Project For elementary grades.$ 
Kresse, Frederick H. &. Ruth Green, ads., Th~ fit:. (Boston: 
The Ch!ld:::-en t S Mus.:lum and American science & Engill.;)e:.:-ing, 
Inc., 1969) 
Olson, Nancy and Susan Kaye, A House of Ancient Greece. 
(Boston: American Science & Engineering, Inc., 1969) 
15. 	Meyers, Ralph, Con..f'rontation .. School Marketing, Inc •• 572 
r4adison Ave. , 	 New York, N.Y. 10022. 
Four mund filmstrips, a simulation game, 35 press booklets, 
teacher's guide and bj.b1iography. $150. 
16. 	Michs.elis, John IT., World S~di~,s Inquiry ..§ez:ies, University 
of California at Berkeley. 
Units 	on Africa, ASia, l~tin America, published in 1969 by 
Field 	Educations.l publications, Inc., 609 }tiss1on, San Fran­
cisco, California 94105. 
17. 	North Central Association of Colleges & secondary Schools, 
Foreign Relations P~ject.booklets. Room 740, 53 west 
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.60603. Published by Laidlaw 
Bros. 
18. 	~ew Yor~ Times, filmstrip series on contemporary problems 
includes one on Disarmament (1971)t N.Y. Times Book & Educa­
tional Division, 229 w. 43rd st., New York, N.Y. 10036. 
19. 	Pickus, Robert and Robert Woito, '1'0 End War, Harper & ROw, 
New York, N.Y., 1970. 
20. 	Price, Roy A., Major Concepts for Social Studies, Social 
Studies Curriculum Center, 409 Haxwell Hall, Syracuse Univ., 
Syracuse, N.Y. 13210. 
21. 	Project CUE, Division of Educational Corr~unication, N.Y. State 
-'Education Department, Albany, N.Y. 12224. 
22 .. The Road Game, an interdisciplinary game combining social 
psychoiogy and art to illustrate implications of a competitive 
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m:i.nd-set for interpersonal and international relations. 
Herder Be Herder, 232 EadisOll .Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. 
95¢ Grades 4 - 14. 
23. 	poci·91ozical ReSOUTces fo,,::, th? Social studifJ~, AIllcrican Socio!'!! 
logical Association (Allyn & Ba.con, Inc., Boston f 1969, 1970 ~ 
Social Inquiry series: 
Incidence and Effects of Poverty in the United States 
Testing for Truth 
Leadership in A..'1lerican Society 
Social Change: The Case of Rural China 
24. Stonier, Tom, Nuclear !)isa~, Meridian paperback, 1964. 
25. United Nations Office of Public Information, United Na.tions, 
N.Y .. 10017. 
Universal Declaration of HumDn Rights 
International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms 
of Racial Discrimination 
Geneva Protocol, and others 
26. 	university 0 f Texas Curriculum Project on Latin A.merica, 
Cl~xk C. Gill and William B. Conroy, CO-directors. Info~ma­
tiotl through ERIC, U.S. Office of Education, Wasrdngton, D.C. 
Titles include: 
Teaching about Latin America in the Elementary School: An 
Armotated Guide to Instructional Resources (40 pp.) 1967 
Teaching about Latin America in the Secondary School: An 
Annotated Guide to Instructional Resources (71 pp.) 1967 
The Social Scientists look at Latin AIDeI'iea: Six position 
papers (174 pp.) 1967 
27. 	 Williams, G., Portrait ,of World li1stor~, London: Arnold, 1962. 
(used by UN International School) 
28. World Law FUnd, 11 W. 42nd st., New York, N.Y. 10036. 
"Ways and Neana of Teaching about World Order," a quarterlY 
newsletter, a service to teachers prepared by the School 
Program of WLF. 
Let us Examine our Attitude toward Peace, Priscilla Griffith 
and Betty Reardon ,;ds. A booklet of readings by John F. 
Kennedy, Jerome t"'rauk, l-likita Khrushchev l' Lin Piao, Pope 
John XXIII and others on psychological and political 
barriers to world peace. 47 pp. 81.00. For grades 11-14. 
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The ~lhorpe Syllabus: The Problems of peace & We.r in the 
~~odern World J Gei:'ald Thorp.::., A 12 week 'U...'1it for 12th 
grade or older. Sept. 1968 (mimeo) 40 pp. Revised 
syllabus, 1971. 
nPeace Games ,II Betty Heardon and Gerald Thorpe. Reprilt't 
from A,rueri£§L ~.ciat10.'1 of JJ.niv~rsi!y Women Journal, 
May 1970. Descr:tbes 3 models for UN peacekeeping pro­
cedures and a scenario for testing the models. For 11-30 
players. 
ltThe Nuremburg Trial $ U Jurgen L. Henningsen, August 1968 (mimeo) 
Wfhe Sh:imodn Case, It Robert Stephen; .Tl'" ~ March 1968 (mimeo) 
ttPeacekeeping: Problems and Possibilities".." Jc;.ck R.. J.?raonkel, 
Margaret Carter and Betty Reardon. A preliminary exper­
imental booklet which examines four models for :peace­
keeping. Cases used in studying models are Ethiopia, 
Congo, Cuba, and a. futuristic case. J1~or gr'ades 8-10. $1.00 
1e~i!lg about 1,'la~and Peace.. Newly revised CQUl'S-?) fol' lIt h 
and 12th grades offered at Nathan Hale High School tn 
Seattle, Washington. Includes, e...'llong other thing.s, excerpts 
from literature f the theater J and sciellce fiction .. (1971) 
;Q,isElz:!!iament ar..d Ae;r.ressi0l!... A course for seniors devised at 
the UlT International school ill New York City as part of 
their special United Nations Studies Program. (1971) 
~ Geograpl';;!.. A transnationally devised unit with a 
global perspective,. for middle school level. (1971) 
Junior High school Course, tau..~ht at Chief Joseph Junior High 
School, Richi.and, Wasr.ington. For grades 8 - 10. Culmin­
atea ia a EO und-and.-11ght show on wal" and peace designed 
and preae~ted by the students. (1971) 
